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A serious limitation in the use of optical equipment in prelaunch
alignment of missile guidance systems over long distances is imposed by the
effects of atmospheric turbulence, The errors introduced in an instantaneous
deter-ruination of the direction of a light beam are frequently the largest
errors.
The purpose of this study is to find methods of predicting the
size of the errors caused by atmospheric turbulence, and to compare _uch pre-
dictions with actual measurements made on a typical alignment theodolite.
Another purpose is to investigate the possibility of modifying the design or
u,_e of such theodolites to reduce the errors.
Current theory of the transmission of light through a turbulent
atmosphere predicts that the rms deviation of a co111mated beam depends on
the temperature gradient. Measurements were made to verify this dependence
and determine the extent to which actual factors of proportionality can be
predicted.
The random nature of the turbulence has been investigated and the
theoretical form of the autocorrelation function and the power density spectrum
determined. These functions have also _,een calculated from experimental data
,',nd comparison verifies the theoretical model. The use of the technique of
m()dulation transfer functions enables the total performance to be predictt-d
from me_asurements or calculations of the characteristics of the separate factors.
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Theoretical and experimental comparison of the action of a roof
prism and a trihedral lead to the conclusion that there is no correlation be-
t_,,een the noise from these two types of return optics.
A discussion and bibliography on the subject of atmospheric at-
tenuation in the visible and near infrared portion of the spectrum is included.
v ii
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SECTION I
S UI_IA RY
I. I INTRODUCTION
The problem which led to th£s study arises when theodolites are
_Jscd for pro-launch ali._nment of missile .guidance systems. The errors aris-
ing during such procedures due to the variation of the index of refraction
of the atmosphere become significant when the required accuracy of the align-
ment is less than a minute of arc.
Similar effects have been observed by astronomers, by surveyors
and by photographers workin_ outdoors over long distances. Objects viewed
along light paths passing over surfaces ho[ter than the atmosphere can be
seen to vibrate. This phenomenon is called "shimmer" and is an exagerration
of the phenomenon affecting alignment equipment. The errors in alignment as
well as atmospheric shimmer are caused by thermal inhomogeneities in the
atmosphere. In the case of visible shimmer, these inhomogeneities are carried
across the field of view by convection while the errors in alignment measure-
ments are usually moved at hi_her velocities across the field of view by air
currents or wind. In either case, the motion is turbulent and our analysis
starts with a consideration of atmospheric turbulence.
The causes of atmospheric turbulence may be found by a study of
the ther::_odynamics of the earth-atmosphere-sunlight system. The factors of
i:nporcance are the temperature and its variation with height above the ground,
I-I
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the wind velocity, the humidity of the air and also of the topmost layer of
the ground_ as well as the transfer of heat between sun, air and ground.
Not all of these factors will be considered in this report since a detailed
thermodynamic analysis is beyond the scope of this study. Only those factors
"._hichare of direct utility in predictin_ the magnitude and temporal frequency
of tile errors in theodolite outputs due to atmospheric turbulence will con-
cern us .
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The alignment proceJure previously mentioned involves transmitting
a collimated light beam through the intervening atmosphere, its reflection
from a roof prism and its return to the theodolite again passing through the
atmosphere. The motion of the roof prism in azimuth will result in the devi-
ation of the wave front of the return beam and an error signal in the theodo-
lite output. The effect of atmospheric turbulence is to distort the plane
wavefront and to change its average direction. This also leads to error sig-
nals app_.aring in the theodolite output thus adding noise to the system and
reducing its resolution and accuracy.
As the resolution of theodolites has improved, the errors added
by atmospheric turbulence have become of increasing significance. The ques-
tions that arose were "What is the form of the error signal? Can it be pre-
dicted, can it be avoided or can it be compensated for?"
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The theodolite currently in use in prelaunch alignment is the
Perkin-Elmer LR2A/GS Alignment Theodolite.
I-2
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One object of this study was to measure tile signals produced in
the output of the LR2A/GS Alignment Theodolite by the turbulence in tile atmos-
phere when the retro-prism is stationary. It was a further object to make
measurements of atmospheric conditions and use current turbulence theory to
predict the errors in theodolite readout and compare theory with actual meas-
ured results.
Since the meteorological measurements are taken at isolated points,
they can only be used, in conjunction with theory, to predict general trends
or average errors. In particular they can be used to predict the distribution
of error as a function of its frequency. This prediction is then to be com-
pared with the calculated power spectrum of the error signals to verify that
the theory can indeed b_. applied to the instrument as used here.
A convenient measure of the error is the rms seeing error. This
can also be predicted from the meteorological data or else calculated from
microdensitometer traces over the image of a sharp edge transmitted ow_r the
ra[_.ge. The predictions were to be compared with measurements and thus estab-
lish the applicability of current theory to the prediction of seeing errors.
In consid_ring the influence of the errors due to atmospheric tur-
bulence on the design of alignment theodolites, we are led to a study of the
effect of time of integration on tl_e signals transmitted by the theodolite to
the guidance platform. An analysis is to be made of the effect of integration
and this compared with measurements of the power spectra and its effect on
system design.
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It has been suggested that the use of a trihedral and a roof
prism _imultaneously should lead to instrumental estimation of the seei_,g
error. For this reason, a study was to be made of the effect of turbulence
on the return beams from both these types of optical elements and measure-
ments were to be made of actual error siBnals.
1.4 Summary of Experiments
A Perkin-Elmer model LR2A/GS Alignment Theodolite was set up on
a range of 850 foot length at the Perkin-E1mer Corporation in Wilton,
Connecticut, together with suitable r,,_turn optics. In addition, instruments
for measurement of temperature and wind velocity were disposed along this
850 foot path and readings of these meteorological parameters were taken
while the deviations of the return beam to the theodolite were recorded on
a strip chart recorder. Similar measurements were made at the l_unching site
at Cape Kennedy.
The return optics used were a roof prism and a trihedral_ the lat-
ter being used for a study of possible methods of compensation for errors due
to atmospheric turbulence.
In a separate series of experiments, a square aperture was illumi-
nated and the resulting object collimated and projected down the 850 foot
range to a small telescope and a camera. The resulting photographs were proc-
_ssed and subjected to analysis by a microdensitometer whose output record was
_sed to compute the mod'_;]ation transfer function of the system and hence the
'.:_,od_,'lation transfer function of the atmosphere.
The resL:Its of these c:,:perimcnts were used to compare predictions
of the atmospheric seeing with act,Ja] _leasurements.
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1.5 SUMMARYOFRI_SULI'S
The predicted rms errors caused by atmospheric turbulence agree
quite well with the current theory as far as their form is concerned, l hey
showa linear dependenceon the logarithmic temperature gradient although
there is a difference between theory and measurement in the slope. The cause
of this difference is to be found in the limitations in our experimental tech-
nique and equipment.
The Power Density Spectra of the noise in the instrumental output
conforms to the theoretical predictions. This confirms again the validity of
the theory and the preponderance of the errors with frequencies below 10 cps.
This is one of the fundamental limitations to the improvement of performance
azimuth alignment theodolites when they are used in systems with servos having
response times of the order of large fractions of a second or greater.
The modulation transfer function of the atmosphere can be pre-
dicted or measured and its form used to predict system performance. Experimental
results show the preponderant importance of this parameter in the over-all sys-
tc::_ transfer function. This leads to a suggestion for an economic study of
the possib!._ design ¢riteri_ for f_it.re systems.
The ,_ffect of time of integration is found and although it is small,
it is possible that in the future, ,,,ith much larger launch vehic1_,s being built,
their much lower natural frequencies may enable the system designer to take ad-
vantage of this effect, to incr_'ase accuracy bv increasing integration time.
The possibility of using Lhe return signal from a trihedral to compensate for
th_ _ noise in the return signal of a roof prism was investigated. 1]_ere does not
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seemto be a practical method at this time. Finally, the advantage of sele_.t-
ing dawn and dusk as preferred times for take-off is graphically shown.
In general, the theory has been verified but there appears to be
no straightforward method of significantly improving the present system. How-
ever, with cot_tinued study and the development of new systems, tile guide lines
developed in Lhis report may indicate the direction for such improvemetlts.
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SECTION II
THE EFFECT OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
ON ATMOSPHERIC SEEING
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT
The instrument used in pre-launch alignment of the Saturn guid-
ance package is the Perkin-Elmer LR2A/GS Alignment Theodolite. This instru-
ment consists of a light sourc% a field divider, a telescope and detectors
with associated optics: electronics and readout devices. Light from an in-
candescent source is chopped and allowed to fall alternately on the two
reflective _aces of the field divider: a "sensing prism." This prism is
constructed so that there is a clear face (of dimensions 0.005" x 0.250")
separating the reflective faces and the source optics forms two images of the
filament of the lamp on the plane of this clear face. These images are then
collimated hy an 8 inch off-axls Maksutov catadioptrlc system of about 30
inch focal length and transmitted along a path of about 800 feet to a pair
of roof prisms. These two prisms have their front faces dichroically coated
so that the return beams can be separated by means of a dichroic filter so
that the prisms can be monitored independently.
For the purposes of this study we are concerned only with the
effect of the atmospheric turbulence on the position and shape of the return
4
images of the lamp filament. These images are located in the plane of the
narrow slit of the sensing prism and when there is no azimuth error in the
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position of the retro-prisms none of the light from these images passes
through the (transparent) silt. However_ when the images shift_ one or the
other ima_e is partially transmitted through the slit and_ since they are of
opposite phase; both magnitude and direction of the azimuth error is detected.
A more detailed description of the principle of operation of this
alignment theodolite will be found in Section V where the effects of actual
operating parameters on seeing errors are considered.
It is readily seen that changes in size, shape or position of
the images due to atmospheric disturbances can independently lead to error
signals from a perfectly aligned return prism. Changes in position of the
images are attributable to changes in the angle of arrival of the returning
wavefront. Changes in shape and size are attributable to curvature of the
returning wavefront. Since these latter are difficult to detect and measure
whereas the output of the theodolite is given as the (equivalent) angle of
the returning wavefront, all error signals are measured in angular measure
(usually arc seconds).
2.2 BASIC SEEING THEORY
Th,_ effect of the turbulent atmosphere on the operation of azimuth
alignment equipment, such as the Perkin-E1mer Model LR2A/GS_ is best described
in terms of the perturbation of the wavefronts of the return beam caused by
It would be more correct to say that an equal amount of spill-over from
each image takes place. These equal amounts are of opposite phase and
are cancelled electrically after detection.
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inhomogeneities in the atmosphere induced by turbulence. :_q_enthe azimuth
alignment equipment is operating_ these perturbations are averazed over the
theodo]ite aperture and can be equated to a net instantaneous tilt of the
entire wavefront. Since the theodolite recovers information on the azimuth
alignment of the target prism by measuring the tilt (angle of arrival) of
the wavefronts reflected from the target prism_ the eqL,ivalent net tilt of
the wavefront due to atmospheric turbulence can be directly related to an
equivalent apparent angular motion of the target prism.
One direct measure of this equivalent wavefront tilt is the value
of the phase structure function as given in Equation 2.1 below. The phase
structure function is defined as the average value of the mean squared dif-
ference in phase between two points on a reference plane perpendicular to
the direction of propagation. For our analysis we use a reference plane in
the theodolite aperture. Since non-deformedwavefronts are pla_e_ and ex-
hibit constant phase to any reference plane perpendicular to their direction
of propagation_ DS _ O fo_ such planes. The phase structure function has a
non-zero value only for perturbed wavefronts.
in terms of the phase structure function we can use Equation D-IO
and D-ll to find the mean square wavefront deviation_ < S2 (p)> _ as
R
D (p)
< S2(p) > = s 5/3 CN 2 , ,----g---- = 2.91 p (z) dz (_ |)
k"
o
whet(
DS(p) : phase structure function
p separation of two points in the aperture
CN(Z') Structure function of the atmosphere
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Z I
O+,
k wave number --
\
R
length along optical path
total length of optical path
The structure function contains the functional dependence of the strength of
the seeing upon the meteorological parameters describing the _tmospheric
driving. If we divide Equation 2.1 by p_ and set p equal to the aperture
width_ we find
2 _ S2(p).; "
P
(2.2)
which represents the mean squared angular wavefront deformation, or tilt_ re-
sulting from the atmospheric turbulence. A more complete derivation of Equa-
tion 2.1 is found in Appendix D. It is sho_m there that the phase structure
function, and thus the mean squared angle of arrival error_ is a function of
the 5/3 power of the aperture size. This follows from the Kolmogoroff nature of
atmospheric turbulence.
In Appendix D, we find an expression (EquaLion D-lla) for the
structut-e function of the atmosphere, C N.
id+ ICN i.3 _-_ + 0.98 x 10-4 -6xO.9x i0 (2.3)
d@
where _ is the temperature gradient at altitude h.
For the turbulent layer of air several tens of meters thick lying
near the earth's surface: the temperature follows a logarithmic law
* h
-- (2.4)0 (h) _6 + _ log ,. ho ....
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If we differentiate Equation (2.4) we _btain
dO 0
dh h (2 -5)
where
gradient.
is a parameter equal to the logarithmic slope of the temperature
It is worth noting that @ is the only meteorological parameter
that appears when Equation _. 5 is substituted into Equation a.°3 and Equation
2.1. Thus C N is a function of h rely. The effect of all the basic meteorologi-
cal driving factors_ such as solar radiation levels_ wind velocity_ humidity,
soil moisture_ etc._ is reflected in the value of the temperature gradient,
hence only the temperature gradient need be measured to predict the magnitude
of the effect of atmospheric turbulence.
where
If we substitute Equation 2.5 and 2.3 into Equation 2.1_ we find
R
2 -6) 5/3 2
: AB(2.91)(!.3)(_).9 x 10 p C N (h) dz' (2.6)
o
p = aperture width.
R . total length of path
A 3 5 and corrects for the fact that the derivation of 2. 1
in Appendix A is based on a single pass through the
turbulent atmosphere, while the operation of azimuth
laying equipment involves two passes.
B is an aperture correction factor calculated in Appendix
D which takes into account the reduction in seeing that
occur because of vertical averaging of the wavefront
deviations that occurs over the aperture.
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2.3 RMS SEEING AT WILTON
For the case of the nearly horizontal optical path employed at
the Perkin-Elmer Seeing Range Facility, Equation 2.6 becomes_
9
!3
whe re h
e
P
AB (2.91)(1.3)(r_.9 x 10 -6 ) p5/3 CN2 (he) R
equivalent path altitude - 5.5 feet
one way path length 850 feet
1.5 inch 0,125 foot
(2.7)
Evaluatin_ and taking the root of Equation L_. 7 yields
i0- 6 *
_ 83 x _ radians
_u
or o -_ 17.1 0 arc seconds
(_._
2 4 _IS SEEING AT CAPE KENNEDY
For the range at Cape Kennedy where the elevation angle of the line
of sight from the theodolite to the target prism is 25°_ Equation 2.6 becomes_
Lm CN2(h) dh2 I0_4 •
..... (2. 9)
i/3 _ sin ¢_
P h
O
Performing the integration in 2. 9 yields
i
o (31"2>i/2 (I.17 x IC_'6) * _- 1/3 i/3
-_ f/6 _ l_n - h° (2. _0)
p sin ,_
where p aperture (2 inches or 0.167 feet)
_ elevation angle (25 degrees)
h maximum height (185 feet)
m
h ° minim_un height (12 feet)
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Evaluating Equation 2.10 yields
38.3 x 10 -6 0 radians (2.11)
or 7.9 0 arc seconds
2.5 EXPE R I_NTAL RESULTS
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the body of data taken at the
Wilton_ Conn Seeing Range and at Cape Kennedy, Florida° The differences be-
tween the best fit lines and the theoretical lines arise from the approximate
nature of the constants used in the derivation of Equations 2.8 and 2.11 while
the large spread of the points results from the uncertainty in the value of @
_'_
calculated from expe[imental t_mperature data. The uncertainty in _ results
from both variations in the temperature gradient that occur as a function of
time as well as variations in the temperature gradient along the optical path
resulting from the non-uniform surrounding terrain. Typical temperature
gradient data_ as shown in Figures 2.3_ 2.4 and 2.5_ illustrate the approxi-
mate nature of the calculated temperature gradients.
In order to reduce the effect of varying meterological conditions
along the Wilton, Conn. path_ temperature data was taken at three separate
positions along the 850' ]ine of sight of the theodolite. The positions were
selected to cover different regions of the path where the immediate surround-
ing terrain was different from the terrain surrounding the other regions. A
value of 0 was calculated for each temperature station_ and an average
,
was then calculated from the _ obtained at each station_. The data plotted
reflects this attempt to average the temperature gradient along the path.
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The spread in the Cape Kennedy Data is due largely to the presence
of a large amount of vibration of the gantry where the target prism was mounted.
This vibration was caused by both elevators and other machinery in the gantry
itself, and external windloading. The amplitude of the noise generated by
these vibrations was quite large_ and was found to be larger than the atmos-
pheric induced noise for the data taken in the evenings. The natural frequency
of the gantry vibrations, which was calculated to be 9.6 cycles per second_
causes the noise peak seen at 9.6 cycles in the power spectrum sho_n in Figure
3.9, calculated from data taken at Cape Kennedy. The fact that the gantry vi-
bration noise shows up at a given frequency permits a calculation of t}_e at-
mospheric induced noise from data containing both atmospheric noise and large
amounts of gantry noise. The spread of data in Figure 2.2_ which has been
calculated by this method (outlined in Section 3.3)_ results from the approxi-
mate nature of this calculation.
2.6 EFFECT OF THE TItrE OF DAY
The intimate connection between the value of the gross meterologi-
cal parameters which cause turbulence (such as the net heat flux between the
ground and the lower atmosphere), and the observed errors is indicated in
Figure 2.6, which shows the variation of the o},served seeing crroi- during the
period of sunrise. Also shown is the value of @ , which reflects the effect
of the net heat flux between the ground and the lower atmosphere. During
daylight hours, when there is a net heat flux upward into the atmosphere, due
to solar heating of the surface, the temperature profile has a negative slope
(lapse), as shown in Figure 2.3. The mechanism of 1_eat transfer under these
circumstances is convection_ and it is the vertical motion of convection cells
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(turbulons) brought on by thermal buoyancy forces combined with the horizontal
motion caused by wind that appears as turbulence.
As sunset approaches., solar heating of the surface decreases_ caus-
ing the net heat flux up from the surface to decrease. Accompanying the result-
ing decrease in the temperature gradient is a decrease in the energy carried in
the tubulons; which in turn results in a lowering of the strength of the see-
ing. At some time shortly after sunset_ the net heat flux goes to zero_ con-
ruction ceases_ and temperature gradient goes to zero. _hen this condition
occurs_ conditions are at their best. Figure 2.7 i11ustrates this decrease
in turbulence, for data taken at Cape Kennedy.
As night comes on_ the temperature gradient becomes positive (in-
verted) as the earth's surface cools by radiating off into space the heat it
absorbed during the day (Figure 2.4) Under these conditions_ the turbulence
of the atmospheric increases slightly from the minimum observed around sunset.
Convection does not occur under these stable conditions and the strength of
the seeing becomes a direct function of the transverse wind velocity.
_q_en the sun comes up_ the procedure reverses_ and the observed
seein_ _oes thrott_h _ _n_ _+n+_,,_ _+ ...... o _. .._+'-L -_- - ,
.... o ........................... __ ,_,v_ w_,£_, _.uw_ u_a taken at
Wilton over a period of two hours including sunrise_ shows the minimum that
occurs shortly after sunrise.
For the data taken_ tl3ere appears to be about a 5:1 ratio between
mid-day seeing conditions and early morning seeing conditions. This fact sug-
gests that the critical periods of pre-launch azimuth alignment should be ar-
ranged to coincide with either sunrise or sunset. The sunrise condition would
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be more satisfactory_ since atmospheric conditions are more stable_ causing
a more prolonged transition period between the lapse and inversion conditions.
2 7 SU>_tARY
In summary_ the theory appears to successfully precict the magni-
tude of the turbulence over a wide range of meteorological conditions for the
path geometry at Wilton. The maximL,m error displayed by the spread of the
points sho_n in Figure 2. i appears to be a factor of two_ which is not an in-
ordinately large error considering the uncertainties involved in determining
the temp_rature gradients. The presence of the large gantry vibrations
prevent any definite conclusion on errors inherent in the theory when applied
to the Cape Kennedy range. However. within the range of uncertainty shown in
Figure 2.2_ the theory does appear to hold
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POWER SPECTRUM OF ATMOSPHERIC SEEING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Since the long range azimuth laying theodolites are designed to
operate in a servo loop with a fixed time constant_ an investigation of the
power spectrum of the spurious error signals induced by atmospheric turbulence
has been made.
This information is presented in three forms:
a) Graphs of the autocorrelation function of
theodolite error signals.
b) Graphs of the noise power spectrum of atmos-
pheric turbulence shown in units of arc seconds
squared per cycle per second vs. frequency.
c) Discussion of the division of the noise power
spectrum into two frequency regions; the low
frequency noise being generated primarily by the
phenamenon of image shift_ and the high frequency
noise being generated primarily by image blur.
A description of atmospheric turbulence in the frequency domain
will make it possible to apply standard methods of electric network analysis
to the real problem of reducing the effect of noise generated in a closed
loop system with a characteristic time constant.
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3.2 TtlEORETICALFORMOFAUTOCORRELATIONFU CTION
OFATMOSPIIERICNOISE
For a theodolite using a roof prism as a target_ it is sufficient
to calculate the form of the power spectrum for a beamtraversing a turbulent
atmosphere in one direction since the statistics of the atmosphere penetrated
on the second pass is identical to the statistics of the atmosphere penetrated
on the first pass. The only effect of the second pass is to increase the ampli-
tude of the atmospheric induced error.
The power spectrum is found by taking the Fourier Transform of the
autocorrelation function and this paragraph is devoted to finding the latter.
The signal in one phase of the detector output of the theodolite
is proportional to the shift in the center of gravity of the image of the por-
tion of the filament of the source lamp falling on the corresponding side of
the _lit of the sensing prism. Consider the case of the formation of the image
by the theodolite when it is illuminated by the deformed wavefront shown in
Figure 3.1. Although the wavefront showncorresponds only to a particular
point on the extended filament, the resultant deformation of the point image,
and the shift of its center of gravity, also applies to every other point con-
tained in the total extended image.
m
The center of gravity of the imag% y. is given by
D
- i"
Y = $ l(y) F dy (3.1)
o dy
where
l(y) = distribution of intensity
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F = focal length of system
d_/dy = angle of arrival of wavefront
Let l(y) be constant over the aperture; and equal to I/FD, then
we can write
D
-- _ i d_,(y) dy = ¢(D_ - ¢_o# (3 2)
Y = _ D dv D
o
The wavefront deviations will be a projection of the atmospheric
refractive properties and will move laterally with the speed of the trans-
verse component of the wind. Thus
@(y_t) = ¢(y-vt) (3.3)
where v is the transverse wind component. Substitution of (3.3) into (3.2)
yields
y(t) D-vt)-@(-vt)J /D
The autocorrelation function of y for a temporal lag_ f_ is
given by
-2
D
_
i¢(D)- _(o)! !¢(D-v._)-_(-v_)]
J ._ .J i/
This may be written as
<L_(D)-¢(-v_)J _ T o)-¢(D-v_)
D-2
2 L¢(D) -¢(D-vo') <i-@(o)_¢(_vT) ] 2> (3.4)
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A result of the Kolmogoroff nature of atmospheric turbulence is
2 5/3
that the quantity #(Xl)-_(x2) ;
the above can be expressed as
A(_) = _2 [ II + u15/3
is proportional to I Xl-X 2 I and
5/3 5/3 1+ II u I 2u (3.5)
where u = vT/D is a normalized time tag and A(o) is the mean squared angular
deviation, which is equation (6) evaluated for • = O.
Figure 3.2 is a plot of A(v)/A(o) vs. u. For large u the curve
-I/3 This curve is valid only for a horizontal lightis asymptotic to (5/9) u
path and for small vertical size of the limiting aperture.
Figures 3.3, 3.4_ and 3.5 show autocorrelation functions calcu-
lated from data taken at Cape Kennedy and at Perkin-Elmer. Figure 3.3 shows
the autocorrelation function calculated from data taken at Norwalk that con-
tained no detectable extraneous error signals. Its shape is very nearly the
same as the shape of the predicted theoretical curve shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.4 shows an autocorrelation function of the data taken at
Cape Kennedy with the target prism mounted on the Saturn Gantry. This data
was taken at 4:30 P.M. on September 23: 1964 and the gantry motion introduced
a spurious sinusoidal error signal. This spurious signal appears in the cal-
culated autocorrelation function as a sinusoidal function added to the auto-
correlation function of the atmospheric noise.
Figure 3.5 shows an autocorrelation function calculated from data
taken at Cape Kennedy at 7:00 P.M. on September 24_ 1964. By 7:00 P.M. the
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atmospheric seeing conditions had improved_ but the magnitude of the gantry
vibrations had not diminished. The autocorrelation function shows a more
pronounced sinusoidal characteristic than the curve calculated from data
taken at 4:30 P.M. 3 resulting from the relative increase in the magnitude
of the gantry-induced error signal caused by the reduced magnitude of the
atmospherically induced error signal.
3.3 SEEING ERROR DUE TO GANTRY VIBRATIONS
A rough measure of the fraction of energy contained in the gantry
vibrations can be found as follows:
Let
F(t)
B sin _t =
random noise produced by atmospheric
turbulence
signal produced by gantry vibration
Then the normalized autocorrelation function of the combined signal
is equal to
A(T)
S(t) = F(t) ÷ B sin _t_
'I"/2
' Ftim -_ ,_ S(t) S(t_r) dt
T.-w._
-T/2
"i"/2
i I S 2 (t) dt
lim T
T--_
-T/2
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Let us evaluate
_T/2
i S2(t) dt
J
-T/2
_T/2 _ B2j F2(t)_2F(t) Bsin_t + sin2_t idt_
-T/2
or
eT/2 T/2
fT/2 S2(t)d t = J F2(t)dt÷2B
-T/2 -T/2 -T/2
F(t) sin_t dt+B 2 j,T/2
-T/2
where we have assumed B to be independent of t.
sin2._t dt
(3.6)
The second term is just the correlation of the two noise inputs
evaluated for zero time shift. Since they are uncorrelated_ this term is
zero. Thus Equation (3.6) becomes
_T/2 j_T/2 2 B2 ,]i/2 2S2(t)dt = F (t)dt } i sin _t dt
-T/2 -T/2 -T/2
(3.7)
Equation (3.7) represents the total energy contained in the two noise com-
ponents. Now we can evaluate A(_):
A(_)
T/2
_ dtF(t) _ Bsin_,t ! F(t+_) + Bsin_0(t+,) _
/z
T/2 T/2
I F"(t) dt ÷ !
j
-T/2 -_/2
sin2_t dt I
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a(:)
[:/2 [,T/2
F(t)F(t+_)dt + B _ F(t)sin(t+_) dt
-T/2 -T/2
_T/2 B2 _T/2
+ B J F(t_T)sin_tdt + j sin_tsin_(t+_)dt
-T/2 -T/2
I _/2
_Tl2F2(t)dt + B2 ilira |
T -_ a; j ,j
-T/2 -T/2 sin2wt dt I
(3.8)
The first term of the numerator is just the un-normalized autocorrelation
function of the random (atmospheric) noise.
The second and third integrals in the numerator are cross-
correlation functions between the atmospheric and gantry noise. Since these
two noise signals are independent, they are uncorrelated_ and the two inte-
grals go to zero.
becomes
But
The fourth term can be simplified by expanding sin_(t+_). It
,T/2
B" j sin£tsin:z(t÷_) dt
-T/2
2 "T/°_ 2 _ 2 _T/2
= B cos_7 j sin _tdt + B sin_ j sin_tcos_,tdt
-T/2 -T/2
_T/2
sin_tcos_tdt
-T/2
= O
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Hence. Equation (3.8) becomes
fT/2 _T/2 2F(t)F(t+T)dt + B2 cos_ j sin _tdt
A(_) = -T/2 -T/2
,T/2 2 ,T/2 2 (3.9)
! F B 2
j (t)dt + J sin _tdt
=T/2 -T/2
If we re-introduce the complete notation of autocorrelation func-
tions, we can write
lim I -!_T/2F2 ( 2
T -_ T J t)dt = _a
-T/2
and
lim 1 _T/2 2 2
T__ _ j sin _tdt = _g
-T/2
2 2
where ¢T and
a g
are the average rates of noise energy being
produced by the atmosphere and the gantry, respectively.
We then define the ratios
(7, _ and A (T) as
a
2
o
&
2 2
) + ..
a g
T/2F2(t)d t
-T/2
iT/2F2 ,T/2 2(t) dt + B 2 ! sin _0tdt
-T/2 -T/2
(3.10)
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2
g
= 2 2 =
a g
2 ,T/2 2
B i sin _tdt
-T/2
iT/2F2 B2 .T/2t)dt ÷ ! sin2_tdt
-T/2 -T/2
and
(3.11)
lim i _T/2
T-,-_ _ j F(t)F(t_)dt
-T/2
a (_) = (3.12)
a
1 ,TI2
T-,-_ ¥ J F2(t)dt
-T/2
then Equation (3.9) becomes
A(_) = _a (T) _ _ C.OS_¢
a
(3.13)
Now consider the effect of letting T grow out of all bounds.
The numerator of (3.12) vanishes and
lim
T_,, _ A(_) = _ cos_ (3.14)
The left hand side of this equation is known from our measure-
ments so that we can now find _ from the form of A(T) for very large _. Then
we define _t =
gether so that
total rms seeing due to the atmosphere and the gantry to-
2 2 2
= C + (3"
t a g
and find from Equations (3.10) and (3.11) that
and
112
cra = c_t (l-_)
(7 = _ _ 1/2
g t
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If we examine the plots of A(_)_ for large x_ we find that the
observed form only approximates the form predicted in Equation (3.14). This
occurs because of the assumption that B is constant in Equation (3.6)_ while
in reality it varies appreciably with time.
3.4 CALCULATION OF THE POWER SPECTRUM
The Wiener spectrum can now be found by taking the Fourier Trans-
form of A(v).
_(_) = 2
O
A(_) cos_d_
or in terms of the normalized time lag
Evaluation of _(_) yields*
i
I _ n_-2/3 e T 5/ 5/3_2u5/3 i0-I/3" _Du I¢(t_) - D vA(°) 0.75 _/) + j L (l+u) 3+(l'u) 9 u _' cos --v du
O
For low frequencies_ the first term is dominant_ and the Weiner spectrum varies
as the -2/3 power of the frequency. For larger values of the frequency the
-3
spectrum falls off more rapidly with increasing frequency_ approaching an
dependency.
Figure 3.6 shows the predicted form of the power spectrum, and Fig-
ures 3.7. 3.8. and 3.9 show power spectra computed from data taken at Cape Kennedy
See "Interim Technical Report" - Perkin-Elmer Engineering Report No. 7756.
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Florida and at the Perkin-Elmer Seeing Range Facility at Wilton_ Connecticut.
Comparison of the three plots demonstrates the similarity of the shape of the
power spectrum obtained from data taken under quite different meteorological
and geometrical conditions.
The power density spectrum shown in Figure 6.7a 3 which was cal-
culated for the frequency region below 5 cps, was calculated to verify the
-2/3
f dependence at low frequencies. The curve shown clearly follows very
closely the f-2/3 dependence.
3.5 IMAGE SHIFT AND IMAGE BLUR
The transition between the two slopes of the power spectrum occurs
in the region u = I, or 2_ f _ V/D.
The dependence of the duration of the wavefront disturbance on the
transverse wind velocity is given by
L
T - V (3.17)
where
V -- transverse wind velocity
L = size of a turbulent eddy of air _Lu_euluu)
being swept across the beam
T = duration of the wavefront disturbance due
to the turbulon.
In such a turbulent eddy_ as shown in Figure 3.10a_ the temperature and pressure
of the air is different than that of the ambient atmosphere_ causing the re-
fractive index to vary as shown.
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The deviation of a rav caused i_'_the turbulon shown sweeping
acr_s:_ the line of si{jIL is shown [n Figure 3.lOb.
If we let L D. we then find the duration of the disturbance due
to a turbulon whose physical size is approximately equal to that of the limit-
ing aperture of a theodolite system_ i.e.,
l '_ D/V
Now recall _hat w_ _ defined
u V1/D,
where u is the normalized time la_ of the autocorrelation performed in Equa-
tion 3.16. When u I, we are in the region where the shape of the power
sp<,ctrum changes from a -2/3 power dependency to a -3 power dependency, and
we find that
r D/V (3.18)
Two conclusions can be drawn from this result. One, from Fi_:ure
3.6, we see that most of the energy of atmosphere turbulence is contained in
-2/3
_he region where the f dependence predominates, i.e., for
u < I, T <-: D/V and L > D
From this it can be seen that the turbulons contributing noise
energy Ln the region u _ i, of the power spectrum are larger than the limit-
ing aperture of the theodolite system. If we now look at the physical case of a
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turbulon whose dimensions are larger than the system aperture_ we find that
the fraction of the cross-section of the turbulon sampled (traversed) by the
beambecomesa smaller fraction of the entire turbulon as its size increases_
and the variations of index across the turbulon sample becomesmall. But the
variations of index relative to the ambient air remain large, with the result
that the entire wavefront is tilted_ while remaining approximately planar.
Whenthe tilted wavefront reaches the theodolite_ it forms an image that is
not deformed_but is displaced in the focal plane. This is the phenomenon
of image shift.
If we similarly consider the region of the power spectrum where
u > I_ we find that L < D.
Thus the main contribution of energy in the region of the power
spectrum u > 1 comesfrom the motion of turbulons whose size is smaller than
the aperture of the system. In this case_ the variation of index across the
sample of the turbulon penetrated by the beam (in this case equal to the whole
tu'rbulon) is quite high_ causing a deformation of the wavefront. Since there
is no componentof the variation of index across the turbulon which remains
constant_ there is no image shift. Thus the only effect from turbulons for
which L < D is the phenomenonof image blur.
3.6 LOWANDHIGHFREQUENCYUTOFFS
Since the predicted form of the power spectrum depends in part
upon the size_ or scale 3 of the turbulons_ we would expect that the power
spectrum will cut off both at somemaximumfrequency, corresponding to the
transverse wind velocity and the size of the smallest turbulons present in
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the atmosphere_ and at someminimumfrequency corresponding to tile transverse
wind velocity and the size of the largest turbulons.
,\n approximate value of the expected cutoff of the power spectrum
at maximumfrequency is given by
f = i/,
where = £o/V
and £o _ inner scale factor
The inner scale factor is a measure of the size of the smallest
turbulons. At ground level, _ _ 0.3 cm, for a transverse wind velocity of
I0 mph (or 500 cm/sec), the cut-off frequency is
f v :_ 265 cps
----_-
Fried and Cloud* find that the outer scale length is given by
L o -_ (bh) 1/2
where
b :, 4 meters
For an altitude of 2 meters we find that
and f
T
v 5
cps.
= 0.56 second
*"The Phase Structure Function for an Atmospherically Distorted Wave Front",
D.L. Fried and J.D. Cloud_ 7echnical Memorandum No. 192_ North ._%merican
Aviation Inc.
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The fact that the power spectrum extends to frequencies more than
two orders of magnitude below the predicted low frequency cutoff indicates
that the statistical nature of the atmosphere is not stationary and isotropic.
Long term fluctuations (on the order of several seconds and more) of the
meteorological parameters measured, (wind velocity, wind direction and tem-
perature), also indicates this non-stationarity of the atmosphere. It proba-
bly results from the surrounding terrain., which includes a row of hills I/4
mile to the west_ a stand of shrubs and small trees i00 feet away and paral-
leling about 1/3 of the path. several 2 story buildings within a radius of
i/4 mile and from the characteristic turbulence of weather near the shore-
line.
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SECTIONIV
MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Of the many methods that have been developed for the appraisal of
the performance of optical systems, that which appears to offer the best com-
bination of theory and easily interpreted physical measurements is the applica-
tion of the theory of the modulation transfer function. This transfer func-
tion is a mathematical description of the properties of a system which alters
the information being carried through the system.
The assumption that the modification of the information being
conveyed through the system is related to a describable property of the system
itself_ and not to any property of the information_ is what makes system ap-
praisal by modulation transfer function so universal. Once the transfer func-
tion is known_ the relation between input information and output information
can be easily found regardless of the nature of the information itself.
A second useful property of the modulation transfer f-nction is
the ease with which the joint effect of several system elements can be found
by simply "cascading" 3 or multiplying the transfer functions of each element
to obtain an overall system transfer function.
This is not always true. For example_ the transfer function of a single lens
composed of several elements is quite different from the transfer function
obtained by cascading the separate transfer functions of the separate ele-
ments. However_ for the discussion here_ this statement is valid.
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It is this characteristic which allows us to calculate the overall
system performance of a theodolite immersed in a turbulent atmosphere by con-
sidering the theodolite itself and the atmosphere as separate system elements.
The modulation transfer function,often called the sine wave response,
of an image forming optical system can be written as
I - I
max rain
M(k) - I + (4. i)
max Imin
where M(k) is the modulation of the image of a sinusoidal target of wavelength
i/k at the image plane_ and
of intensity_
I
max
I
min
: maximum intensity of image
:_minimum intensity of image.
Any object can be broken down into its spatial frequency components
by taking the two dimensional fourier transform of the object's distribution
U o(×,y).
where
U oT(kx, ky) := F [ U o (x,y) ] (4.2)
U oT(kx3ky) gives the distribution of the spatial frequency
components of the object.
When the information contained in the object is passed through a
system element the information is modified by the physical characteristics of
that element° This modification is described by the modulation transfer func-
tion, and results in a two dimensional output distribution of spatial frequency
components given by
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UIT (kx, ky) :: M(kx, ky) UOT (kx, ky) (4.3)
If the system element described in 4.3 by M(kx_ ky) is an image
forming element_ then UIT (kx_ ky) describes the spatial frequency distribution
of the object due to the image forming element. Rewriting 4.3 we obtain
I (k x, ky)
M(kx, ky) _ UOT (kx, ky) (4.4)
which is equivalent to 4.1 for the case of a sinusoidal target.
may write
For the case of information passing through n system elements_ we
UiT(kx_ky) : Ml(kx,ky) M2(kx_ky) ... Mn(kx,ky) Uo(kx_ky) (4.5)
Then the inverse fourier transform of UIT (kx_ky) will give us the image
Ui(d,y) :- F -1 [UIT (kx, ky)] (4.6)
of the object U ° (x_y) formed by the system of n elements.
For the practical case of a theodolite operating in a turbulent
mLmu_ptlerej are two system e_um_.c_ Lo uu._£u=_. L.= =c.._V-=_ u.u the
image forming optics of the theodolite. We will consider the latter element
first_
4_2 TRANSFER FUNCTION OF OPTICS
The modulation transfer function (sometimes called the optical
transfer function or frequency response function) of an aberration-free
image forming system with incoherent illumination is given by
*Born & Wolfe, "Principle of Optics"3 Macmillan, 1959_ page 484.
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x__ y_)M ( kR ' kR i [ r G(x'+x,y'+y) G*
" R 2 _ _ (x,y) dx',dy
(_") ....-2
(4.7)
where
x/kR _ kx, y/kR : kY (4.s)
and G Pupil function of image forming system
R focal length of image forming system
k : wavelength of light
The pupil function G(x', y') gives the relative phase at any point (x',y') of
the exit pupil of the image forming system. The assumption of an aberration-
free system implies
G(x',y') :_ i,
and 4.7 becomes the auto-correlation function of the aperture of the image
forming system. Figure 4.1 shows the transfer function for image forming
system apertures with varying amounts of central obscuration.*
From the definition of the autocorrelation function, we see that
the modulation transfer function shown in Figure 4.1 is equal to
A
M(k) = M (Z_ , O) (4.9)A
The abscissa of the plot of M(k) in Figure 4.1 is in units of ak;
ak _: k/k ° (4.10)
where ko is the spatial frequency at which M(ko) :: O. Thus, from 4_9,
k ° : D/kR (4.11)
* "Optical Design and Modulation Transfer Functions", Abe Offner
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Recalling that the f-number of an optical system may be defined as
f/No. _ R/D (4.12)
equation 4.11 becomes
k = i/_(f/No_) (4.13)
o
Thus the resolution of an aberration-free system_ expressed in
cycles per unit length_ is a function of the f-number of the system_
If we divide both sides of equation 4.11 by R_ we can find the
system angular resolution 3 given by
=_ k /R _ D/_ (4° 14)
o
Thus_ from Equation 4.14 we see that the ability of a system to resolve ob-
jects of small angular extent is a function only of the diameter of the
system aperture_ and not a function of the focal length.
The effect of aberrations on an image forming system_ for both
aberrations intrinsic in the structure of the lens and aberrations arising
from a defect in the focus_ are rather strong. As an example_ Figure 4.2
compares the transfer function for a system suffering from defect of focus
with the transfer function of an aberration-free system.*
The importance of the focal length in an image forming system
enters when one considers the mode of information recovery. If film is used_
consideration must be made of the transfer function of the film used to as-
sure that the film spatial frequency cut-off is higher than that of the image
forming system.
* Born and Wolfe_ "Principles of Optics"_ 2nd edition_ pg. 486
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In the practical case of the theodolite, as we shall see below,
the high frequency cut-off of the optics is much greater than the high fre-
quency cut-off resulting from atmospheric turbulence.
4.3 MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
The alteration_ or modification, of information being transmitted
through the atmosphere in the form of wavefronts occurs when the inhomogenities
of the turbulence caused wavefront deformations. The mathematical description
of the effect of these wavefront deformations, the modulation transfer function,
is given in terms of a statistical quantity describing the turbulence, kno_m
as the phase structure function Ds(P) . This phase structure function describes
the magnitude of the square of the difference of the wavefront deviations be-
tween two points as a function of the distance, P_ between the two points.
The modulation transfer function of the atmosphere is given, in
terms of this phase structure function_
i/2 D s (_.Rk)
Ma(k) : e
where
as
(4.15)
_ wavelength of light
R = radius of reference spherical surface with respect to which
the wavefront deviations are measured
k = spatial frequency
D. L. Fried and J. D. Cloud, "The Phase Structure Function for an
Atmospherically Distorted Wavefront," T.M. No. 192, Space and
Information Systems Division, North American Aviation, Inc.
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The phase structure function can be expressed in terms of the
auto-correlation function of the wavefront deformation given by
C(x', y') _:< A (x,y) -_(x + x' , y + y') > (4o16)
where < > indicates an average value
and £ (x_y) is the wavefront deformation
Equation 4.15 then becomes
_ 4___2
M a (k) _: e _2 [C(o,o) - C(NRkx3 _Rky) ] (4.17)
The random fluctuations in the index of the atmosphere that cause
the wavefront deformations exhibits what is called a Kolmogoroff spectrum.
means that C(x'_ y') is of the form
C(x', y') = C(o,o) - _ (x'2 + y, 2)5/6
This
(4.18)
where _ is a function of the light path geometry and local meteorological con-
ditions_
Thus equation 4.17 becomes
I. 2 _ 2,
. -- ¢_ (kx- + k )
M a(k) = e _2 y
5/6
(4.19)
where _ is a seeing strength factor_ equal to the rms angular motion of the
center of gravity of a point image measured in radians .
* Hufnagel & Stanley/ '_iodulation Transfer Function Associated with Image
Transmission thru Turbulent Media" JOSA 3 Vol. 543 No_ 13 Jan_ 1964
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The atmospheric transfer function given in Equation 4.20 and the
optical transfer function given in Section 4.2_ for the specific case of an
f/3.5 theodolite (30" focal length) operating under atmospheric conditions
typical of Cape Kennedy_ is shown in Figure 4.3. The family of curves labeled
C represent the total system transfer function and are the product of curve
A and the family of atmospheric transfer functions labeled B.
The obvious dominance of the degrading effect of the turbulent
atmosphere is clearly demonstrated in Figure 4.3. The optical transfer func-
tion is so much higher that the overall system transfer function is effectively
determined by the atmosphere alone. This relationship may permit the designer
of a theodolite to relax the design of the optics (and thereby reduce its
cost) to the point where the transfer function begins to appreciably effect
the system transform.
4.4 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
OF ATMOSPHERE
In order to determine experimentally the modulation transfer func-
tion of the atmosphere_ the following experiment was performed_ as shown in
Figure 4.4. A tungsten ribbon filament was imaged on to a square_ formed by
four sharo edges, placp_ _r thp Focal _l_n_ _ = qn" _I I.....+_ c/v 5
parabola. Half the parabola was used as an off axis parabola to eliminate
any central obscuration that would have changed the shape of the optical
modulation transfer function° The collimated beam formed by the illuminated
square was then sent through 850 feet of turbulent atmosphere (along a path
paraJlel to the beam from the LR2A theodolite)_ where a lens assembly collected
part of the beam and formed an image on the film plane of a 35 mm camera body.
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To obtain the atmosphere transfer function from the image of the
square formed on the film, the image is scanned with a microdensitometer and
a plot of film density vs. displacement is obtained. By calculation, (see
Appendix C ) the non-linearity of the film is removed, and a plot of intensity
vs. displacement is obtained. The fourier transform of this plot can be com-
puted to obtain the spatial frequency distributions of the image. This trans-
form is often called the square wave response of the atmosphere-camera-film-
microdensitometer combination.
A method for computing the sine-wave response, or modulation trans-
fer function, from the square-wave response has been developed (see Appendix C)
by Perkin-Elmer, and permits computation of the transfer function of the at-
mosphere-camera-film-microdensitometer combination. Use of equation 4.5 then
permits us to obtain the transfer function of the atmosphere by dividing out
the presumably known transfer functions of the three other elements. With
the focal length of the camera chosen as 2900 mm, the transfer function of the
microdensitometer is essentially unity throughout the frequency region of in-
terest. In addition, the long focal length combined with the use of high
resolution aerial photography film led to a transfer function of the film es-
sentially unity rhro,,_ho,,_ _h_ fr_.,_mrv region of interest
-J ...... o ............ l ..... J •
Figure 4.5 illustrates the transfer function of the camera used,
assuming no aberrations. In addition_ several experimental curves obtained
with the method described above are shown.
The edge photographs taken in a lab environment correspond to at-
mospheric seeing of i.i arc second, while the edge photograph taken on the
seeing range corresponds to atmospheric seeing of 3.0 arc seconds.
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SECTION V
THE EFFECT OF TIME INTEGRATION UPON THEODOLITE
ANGULAR ERRORS CAUSED BY ATMOSPHERIC SEEING DISTURBANCES
5.1 THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
5. i.1 Introduction
For the treatment of the problem in hand we will consider the
theodolite station to be located at or near the ground surface at a range of
850 feet from the roof prism carried on the missile's gyro gimbal structure.
The line of sight is upward at an elevation angle of 25 ° • The theodolite
measures the gyro azimuth angle and provides an error signal for correcting
this to a fixed reference value. The present major limitation upon the
accuracy with which this correction can be made arises from the variations
in the index of refraction of the air in the line of sight. The object of
this memorandum is to get an approximate value for the rms angular error which
will be caused by the atmospheric "seeing" irregularities and to indicate
possible means of reducing this error particularly by the use of time inte-
gration.
The anticipated angular motion of the beam is of the order of a
few seconds of arc_ consequently it will be adequate for our treatment to
neglect any beam translation effects and merely to calculate the optical wave-
front deflections which result from the random fluctuations in air density
and index of refraction. As we understand_ the maximum present gyro system
frequency response is one cycle per second_ so that it is necessary to consider
5-1
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only those effects which occur in times of the order of seconds. Since a two
knot wind component will translate the atmospheric inhomogeneity pattern a
distance of 3 I/3 feet in one second_ we are concerned with atmospheric irregu-
larities occurring in a distance scale of a few feet.
The analytical approach which we will use will be to determine
the fluctuation in the angle of arrival (at the theodolite station receiver)
of a beam which has been generated by radiance at a single point in the theo-
dolite source plane. Then we will observe the averaging effects which result
from integrating over the whole source plane and also from integrating over
the volume of space through which the theodolite looks in a typical measure-
ment interval. This volume is that part of the atmosphere swept through the
light transmitted to and returned by the reflecting optic (the roof prism)
during the observation time interval and is shown in Figure 5.5. We will assume
that the atmospheric density disturbances are isotropic in a small region of
space and that they vary only with the elevation of the region above the ground
level.
5.1.2 Geometrical Details
The optical system which we consider consists of a source-detector
assembly located in the focal plane of a collimator_ and a roof prism reflector
located at a range R from the collimator° The assembly is shown schematically
in Figure 5.1. It consists of a glass "slit prism" with two reflecting surfaces.
Images of the illuminating filament are formed on these reflecting surfaces
by the two spherical transfer mirrors. The images fall in the collimator focal
plane and are the source of optical transmission from the theodolite.
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After the light from a primary image has been transmitted_
reflected_ and received_ it forms a reversed secondary image on the opposite
portion of the focal plane. A small azimuth rotation of the roof prism_ or
an equivalent atmospheric angular deviation due to the "seeing" effect_ serves
to move the secondary image from its ideal position. Since in the actual
theodolite transmitter two primary images are used_ one on either side of the
prism slit_ an angular motion of the beam or of the optical wavefront in the
beam will cause one or the other of the images to spill over the edge of the
slit prism and thus to pass light to the detector located behind the prism.
In order to identify which image has moved over the edge_ and thus to determine
the direction Of the angular motion_ the primary images are turned on and off
alternately by means of a chopper_ and the time at which the spilled over light
is detected is used as an indication of the direction of the image motion. The
amplitude of the detector output difference signal is nearly proportional to
the angular amplitude of image motion.
The balance of the optical system may be described sufficiently
well by the plan and elevation views of the system shown in Figures 5.2 ando5.3.
These show how rays. from a point in the source plane_pass to the corners of the
roof prism and back to the corresponding point in the image plane. On_ ob-
serves that since the aperture of the roof prism is less than the aperture of
the collimator_ that the collimator aperture itself is not filled. Indeed_
since the critical edge of the source is 0.0025 inches off axis_ the minimum
source field angle is this distance divided by the 30-inch focal length or 83 x
10 -6 radians. Thus_ the center of the return beam produced by a point on the
source edge is displaced 83 x 10 -6 x 850 x 12 = 0.85 inches from the center of
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the collimator. Source points which are farther away from the edge produce
illumination beamspassing through regions farther from the center of the
collimator. Oneobserves that the collimator aperture is the field stop of
the systemvFig,re 5.4 illustrates the illumination pattern in,he collimator
aperture.*
Although a resolution element in the primary image when returned,
illuminates only a limited zone in the collimator aperture_ we may assumethat
the radiances of all source resolution elements are equal and that the light
received in the final image from these adds incoherently. Thus_ so far as
overall image position is concerned, the effects in the aperture are additive,
and we may choose for the aperture dimensions_the x and y distances between
the points of half illumination in a beam; namely_ x = 2.8" and y = 5" (see
Figure 5.4). The center-to-center distai_ce of the two (transmitted and receiged)
beamsthen varies from 1.7 inches at the theodolite station to 0 inches at the
roof prism. Since we are concerned with beamdeflection measurementsaveraged
over seconds of time and since the normal translation of the atmospheric irre-
gularities by horizontal winds in such a period of time amounts to several feet
of distance: we may neglect the fine structure of the aperture illumination
and assume that we have a single beam5 inches square at the theodolite station
and 1 1/2 inches square at the roof prism station.
The aperture is vignetted at top and bottom by the dimensions of the trans-
fer mirrors.
The half illumination points can be determined approximately from the "beam
weighting function" shownin Figure 4.
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If the theodolite system averages angles over a time interval _kt,
and if the component of the horizontal wind velocity in the direction normal
to the line of sight is V_ the region in space whose transmission characteris-
tics are averaged in the time _t_ consists of a truncated pyramid 850 feet with
minor thickness varying from 5 to 1 1/2 inches and with major thickness given
by the product V#_ as shown in Figure 5.5.
5.1.3 Calculation of Angular Errors Resulting from Seeing Effects
Because of its construction_ the theodolite measures the displace-
ment (in a direction normal to the primary image edge) of the center of gravity
of the image received after transmission through the atmosphere. Under condi-
tions of low atmospheric scintillation or of short path length_ as is true
here, the displacement of the image in the image plane (measured normal to the
primary image edge)is very nearly equal to the product of the focal length by
the integral over the theodolite aperture of the angular gradient of the wave-
front determined in the direction normal to the primary image edge. Since the
integral of the angular gradient between points* A_ and B is equal to the dif-
ference of the wavefront displacements at points A and B divided by the dis-
tance from A to B_ we may say that the instantaneous theodolite output reading
is a determination of this ratio in the x direction. The effect of extension
of the aperture in the y direction is merely to provide a larger aperture area
(or corresponding volume of space) over which the described gradient is averaged.
Since the change in the long (spatial) period portions of the
atmospheric density disturbance pattern caused by generation and decay of the
elements will be small in a time interval_ LXt_ of a few seconds_ the effect
of a wind velocity V normal to the line of sight translating the spatial pattern
c.f._ Figures 5_4 and 5_5
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for a time f_t is to extend the effective aperture of the instrument in the
direction of the wind motion to a distance V#_t. Since the theodolite measures
the average gradient of the wavefront over the area of this extended aperture
and since we assume that the atmospheric disturbances are isotropic_ the sta-
tistical properties of the signal provided by the theodolite will be indepen-
dent of the direction of wind° For convenience_ we will assume that the pat-
tern translation by the wind is in the x direction.
To obtain an expression for the rms value of the theodolite output
under the previously mentioned conditions, we will first find the mean square
value of the optical path difference between the paths BB' and AA'. This will
lead us to an expression for the square of the average wavefront gradient along
the line AB. Then_ to obtain a value for the average over the whole area AB X
w , we will find the expected average phase along a line CD (See Figure 5.5) based
o_l a given particular value of the phase at a point on that line. Then the
average over the whole area AB x w is the rms phase difference between points
A and B divided by the distance V;,t and multiplied by the reduced function ob-
tained by averaging along the line CD.
Tatarski gives a formula for the averaRe square optical phase
difference Ds(P) between two points separated by a distance p as_
5/3 I RDs(P) 2.91 k 2 p , C 2 --_
_ (r) dz (5.1)
0 n
where:
2y_ -i
k - ;7- (cm )
V.I. Tatarski_ "Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium"_ translated by R_A.
Silverman_ McGraw-Hill Book Co._ 1061, Equation 8=22_ p. 170, Eq. (8.21).
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P _ distance between two points (cm)
C = structure constant of index of refraction (cm-I/3)
n
z _ distance along line of sight (cm)
In a horizontally stratified atmosphere near the earth's surface with local
isotropy of the atmospheric disturbances we can substitute
Cn (h) for Cn(r )
where h is distance from the earth's surface. Then if th_ light path is from
a theodolite at an elevation h to a roof prism at a range R and elevation
O
angle _ and return_ equation (5.1) can be modified to yield the value of D
S
measured at the theodolite station. Its value at the aperture is
0 _ Rsin_ 5/3
Ds (po) 2 x 2_91 k _ h , csc_ I p(h) ] • Cn 2(h) dh (5.2)
O
where we have explicitly included the variation of p with height. Sutton gives
for the relationship between the average wind speed, V_ and height above the
earth's surface_ h_ under nearly stable temperature conditions
[hhlI_- log e (5.3)
V_'_
where _-- is a constant_ C_ for a particular meteorological condition and h l
is a function of the surface roughness. Typical values of h I for very smooth
and for thick grass surfaces would be _001 and 2.5 cm respectively. Then
letting p VAt we get
O. G. Sutton_ "Micrometeorology"_ McGraw-Hill Book Co._ N.Y._ 1953: pp. 232-233.
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P C '_t log e
and dividing D s (po) by
[ jh* h IhI
2k2
p to obtain the mean square angular deviation _2 between points A and B gives
_AB = 5.8 CSCO_ J_ CLt Iog e "!i Cn (i_) dh (5-4)
h o
Rsin_z 1/3
For a path (over grass) whose height varies from 300 cm to i0_000 crn_ equation
(5.3) predicts a velocity variation of l.JS:l. In view of this relatively small
change in velocity and the strong weighting given in the integral to smaller
(Cn 2 is proportional to h-2/3)_ it will be sufficiently accurate toh values
assume the wind speed constant at the value at h _ viz._ V . Thus we let_
o o
Rsin_i- i (_,.o5)AB _ V° _t 1/3 Cn
h
o
Hufnagei and Stanley* give t_pical daytime values of Cn(h ) as,
Cn(h) _ 3°0 x 10-7 h-I/3
when h is in cm_ substituting this into equation (5.5), integratimg_ and extract-
ing the square root gives:
]/2
_AB rms = csc_z (Rsin'z) I/3
i -- (5.6)
IV ° _t] I/6 L J
R.E. Hufnagel and N,R. Stanley_ '_odulation Transfer F i_:ion Associated
with Image Transmission Through Turbulent Media"_ J.O.S.A. 54_ No. I_ Fig.
6_ p. 59, (Jan 1964).
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Letting _;_= 25 ° , R = 25,500 cm, and h ° = 300 cm gives,
DAB rms = 7.52 x 10 -6 radians (5.7)
,iV f_t] 1/6
L O
We proceed to ascertain the effect of aperture width, W, normal to
the resultant wind velocity in the plane of the aperture. Now in Figure 5.5
consider any two points w I and w 2 on a line in the direction CD and sample the
phase at w I and w 2 at many locations in space, the phase at each of these
points fluctuates in a random fashion about an (ensemble) mean value. However_
because of the proximity of w I and w2, the fluctuations are partially corre-
lated. Under these circumstances, the probability of a set of two phase dis-
turbances, 41 and _2 may be described b/ the joint probability distribution,
i -(_I 2 2 _I_2 + _22)
P (41, 42) = __ exp
2n 02 _I - 2 202 (i 42 )
(5,8)
..L .....
WlI_ L _=
is the rms value of a disturbance at each point
_(p) is the normalized phase correlation coefficient for 2
points a distance p apart and in an isotropic region is given by
,(p)
<a2>
Then for a given _I' the average value of _2 is given by,
O
"[_ _2 p (41' _2 ) d_2
p (41, _2 ) dO 2
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F
i
i
r
= 02exp 2i 0 02 72_ 2 ] - 022 d02(1- _r2) ,
o_ [ 2_ 01 _2- 022 ] d02
exp 2_ 2 (i - )2) ]
(5 _9)
This may be integrated by completing the square and using a substitution of
variable. Let
where
and, therefore,
2 t_109] (_)2 _i )2 _2_12 "; 2_)2 - 2,_ .... + = -u- + v
_)2 = u * VOl,
d02 = du.
Substituting in equation (5.9) and cancelling gives,
2
(u "_ i10 l) exp -u du
2,_ 2 (1- _/)_j
2 _ = P_I
r 2 ]
i exp I -u j du
(5. to)
(5.11)
Then. if (for convenience), _)i is taken at a fixed location, Wl. at the center
of AD the average over w is
_w/2 .(p) dpOw = ¢I
-w/2 w (5.12)
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29 w/Z
_w - w1 f _(p) dp. (5.12)
Fried and Cloud* provide values of ti_e phase structure function D and correla-
tion function C for slant paths near the ground pe_aitting us to calculate _(p)_
viz.,
and
i0" 13k 2
f 3/2 3/2
C(O) _ 2 x csc(, J h h
- max - o _ (5.13)
D(p) =_ 1.8 x lO-13k 2 5/3 _" 2/3 2/3 _p cscc, -_ h h } . (5_14)
max o )
By definition_
and
where
and
D(p) = <(91 _ _2 )2>
¢. - _(_)
l
ID2 = l_(x + p)
Expanding tile expression for D(p), we get,
D(p)
_- 922 2 _1 92>= (_12
2
D.L. Fried and J.D. Cloud, "The Phase Structure Function for an Atmospherically
Distorted Wave Front", T.M. No. 192, Space and Information Systems Div.
North #m_er. Aviation, Inc., Equations 5.8 and 5.9.
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and since we have
2
L <0> <p>l
and, from equation (5.11):
_(p) C(p) i D(p)
= c(0) = - ec(o)
Substituting for D(p) and C(O) and assuming that h >> h gives for '_(p)
max o
or ,;(p)
5/3
_(p) _ i - 0.45 p
:_ I 10-2 5/3 -5/6
- p (hax)
(hmax)-5/6 (p and h in meters) I
(
(p and h in cm) j
(5.15)
In our particular case, h = 104cm and
max
So that
P_x
Pmin
= 6 cm
= I - 10 -4 _ 1.0.
<3o 16)
I
I
I
I
I
We conclude that there is no significant phase or optical path averaging
due to the width (w) of the theodolite aperture, and that a typical value of
the rms theodolite angular seeing error _ is as given by Equation (5.7), viz.,
7.52 x 10 -6
_rms _ IV ° f_t] I/6 radians
where
Vo f_t is in cm. Note that in a dead calm (V ° f_t) becomes
equal to the aperture diameter, 12 cm.
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5.1.4 Conclusions
We conclude that for theodolite systems which average angle read-
ings for a period of one second or more, in nearly all wind conditions the
achievable accuracy should increase as the sixth root of the instrument inte-
gration time_ for example by a factor of 2 as a result of increasing the in-
tegration time from one to 64 seconds. Increasing the aperture diameter should
have a negligible effect. To achieve the effect of time integration of the
atmospheric inhomogeneities it is necessary to locate the theodolite aperture
a sufficient distance above the terrain to have a good horizontal wind com-
ponent. A minimum height might be three feet. Shortening the base line opti-
cal path will improve the accuracy as the square root of the sine of the angle
of elevation of the line of sight°
The conclusion drawn above concerning the increase in the accuracy
of a theodolite system achievable by increasing the instrument integration time
is verified by inspection of the shape of tbe noisc power spectrum calculated
from data taken with a roof prism used as the target. The slope of the power
spectrum within the region defined by
where
f - V o (5. 18)
D
f = frequency (cycles per second)
Vo = transverse wind velocity
D = system aperture
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is shown in figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 to be -2/3.
spectrum to be
-2/3
P = cf
where
P = power density in arc sec2/cps
c = constant
Report No. 7994
Thus we can express the power
If we define R as the ratio of squared noise energy contained in
2
the band o < f < fc to the total squared noise energy o , then
f f
R = 1 e c i_ f-2/3
--Pdf -
2 'Jo 2 _'o
1/3
c'f
R - 2
_7
df (5.19)
where c' is a constant.
We can now define r as Lue ratio of the noise energy contained in
the frequency range of O < f < f to the total noise energy o. Then
C
c,,fl/6
r _ /R - (5. 201
c
If we recall that the cut-off frequency is inversely proportional
to the integrating time, it, of the instrument, then 5.20 becomes
r = c"/_(At) I/6
which agrees with the conclusion drawn above
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SECTIONVI
COMPARISON OF A POOF PRISM WITH A TRIHEDRAL
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Much interest has been centered on the use of trihedrals for
various functions in azimuth laying systems. Since the effect of a turbulent
atmosphere on a theodolite-trihedral system has proven to be extremely dif-
ficult to describe analytically_ a series of experiments has been performed
for the purpose of accumulating empirical knowledge about the effect of a
turbulent atmosphere on such a system. The experiment described below has
been designed to provide a direct comparison between the various properties
(power spectrum_ rms error_ etc.) of a theodolite system using a trihedral
and a roof prism. This will enable a comparison of the theory as outlined
in previous chapters with the charac_r_= o _ _ .............. _,= tr_neorai.
Experimental data was taken on the Perkin-Elmer 850' Seeing Range
at Wilton_ Connecticut_ using a Long Range Theodolite with a prism array con-
sisting of a roof prism_ a trihedral_ and a dichroic beamsplitter used in
place of a single prism as the theodolite target_ (see figure 6.1) o
The dichroic beamsplitter was designed to pass all radiation be-
tween 0.7 !_ and 1.3 _ and reflect all radiation between 1.3 _ and 2.7 _.
Since the two error channels of the theodolite operate in these regions_ all
energy seen by one channel represents energy transmitted through the beam-
splitter to the roof prism_ and all the energy seen by the second channel
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Beamsplitter
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Roof
Prism
i
1
I
- - 850' .....................
Figure 6,1
Experimental Arrangement for Comparison of a
Roof Prism with a Trihedral
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represents only energy reflected by the beamsplitter to the trihedral. The
apertures of the two prisms were imaged on one another. Thus the two error
channels produce two simultaneous error signals_ one from a roof prism and
one from a trihedral_ obtained from two physically coincident beams traversing
the same volume of air. The use of this beamsplitter arrangement has the
fundamental advantage of permitting an instantaneous comparison of the error
signals obtained with the two types of return optics. Such a comparison is
necessary if conclusions are to be drawn about the possibility of atmospheric
turbule_ce compensation through real-time combination of error signals in shim-
mer subtraction networks. The arrangement also has the advantage of eliminating
unknown effects of slowly varying meteorological parameters_ which can have un-
predictable effects on the comparison of the statistical properties of the two
prisms calculated from raw data taken several minutes apart. The data taken
is presented in three forms: power spectrum plots_ auto-correlation and cross-
correlation plots, and rms an_ular seeing deviations data.
6.2 CALCULATION OF POlaR SPECTRUM
In the calculation of the power spectrum of the theodolite error
signal obtained with a roof prism as the target_ the statement was made that
the path reversal did not affect the statistics of the error signal. However_
with the use of a trihedral in place of a roof prism_ the path reversal does
result in a fundamental change in the statistics of the error signal.
This change stems from the different geometrical properties of the
two types of prisms. In azimuth_ the roof prism acts like a flat mirror_ and
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any error of an incoming wavefront* (defined as the angle between the wave-
front and the prism axis) is preserved in the reflected wavefront.
The geometrical characteristics of the trihedral 3 on the other
handj cause all incoming wavefronts to be reflected back parallel to the
direction of propagation of the incident beam. Thus_ from a beam traveling
through a non-homogenous medium to a trihedral and being reflecting back
through the same medium_ the net angular deviation of the reflected beam
relative to the incident beam will be the difference between the deviations
undergone by the beam in the medium on the two passes_ Recall that for the
roof prism_ the net deviation is the sum of the two separate deviations.
Now let us consider separately the low and high frequency re-
gions of the power spectrum that were discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
We ue_= C'---ILL=_^LI,=lOW frequency region as that in which u _ I.
For the roof prism, Section 3.5 showed that most of the energy co,tal_ed
in the frequency components of the atmospheric induced noise power spec-
trum in the region u < 1 is contained in the phenomenon of image shift.
Since the phenomenon of image shift results from a constant deviation
across the entire effective wavefront of the beam_ and since the net
deviation of a beam element passing through a turbulent atmosphere to
a trihedral and reflected back to the theodolite is equal to the dif-
ference between the magnitude of the deviations seen on each traverse of
* In this analysis we assume that the result of turbulence is to induce a
random variation in angle of arrival but to leave the wavefront plane°
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the atmosphere_ the net deviation of the theodolite beam reflected back by
a trih_dral is zero. Thus_ there is no noise energy contribution to the error
signal du_ _ to image shift. In the real physical case of turbulons larger
tha_ the aperture being swept across the beam_ there is some image blur that
occurs because of "fine structure" of the index variations across the tur-
bulon. Thus_ there is some residual noise energy in this region u < I_ but
we would expect the total noise energy in this region to be much less than the
total noise in the corresponding region in the power spectrum of a roof prism.
We define the high frequency region as that where u > i. Since
the noise energy in this region comes from turbulons whose size is smaller
than the limiting aperture of the system_ the wavefront deviations seen by
the incident and reflected beams will be largely uncorrelated, and will not
cancel. Thus_ we would expect the high frequency content of the power spectrum
of the trihedral to be of the same order of magnitude as the high frequency
content of the power spectrum of the roof prism.
Examination of Figure 6.2_ which shows a typical plot of the power
spectra of trihedral and roof prisms calculated from data taken simultaneously
over the same volume of air_ shows less energy density at low frequencies in
tile noise from a trihedral than in the power spectrum of a roof prism. In
addition_ it is worth noting that tile power spectrum of the trihedral does not
exhibit a corner frequency_ but exhibits a constant frequency dependence through-
out the entire frequency range of interest. In Section 3.6_ the change in slope
of the power spectrum of the roof prism was shown to occur in the region in
which the noise phenomenon was changing from image blur to image motion.
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Since the trihedral is fundamentally insensitive to imagemotion_ this change
in slope is not observed in the power spectrum of the trihedral.
An approximate form for the power spectrum of the trihedral can
be given by
where
Pt(f) K(f) Pr(f) (6. i)
f _ ,i12_
and
Pt(f) - power spectrum of trihedral
Pr(f) < power spectrum of roof
K(f) = trihedral power spectrum weighting function.
K(f)_ the trihedral power spectrum weighting function s takes into account tllc_
trihedral's insensitivity to the insertion of a fixed wedge into the beam
(which produces image shift in a roof prism) as well as the averaging effect
that occurs over the aperture of the trihedral.
This averaging effect arises from the fact that rays passing
through a turbulon and entering near the center of the front face of the tri-
hedral are not deviated as much as rays entering near the edges_ since the
incident and reflected paths are closer for light incident on the center of
the trihedra1's aperture_ than for light incident near the edge.
The derivation of K(f) will be performed in two steps - the first
being the formulation of a trihedral power spectrum weighting function K(f)_
defined by
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Figure 6.3. Notation for Comparison of Trihedral
With Roof Prism
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pt(f) _ k(f) pr(f) (6.2)
where these symbols have similar definitions to the corresponding ones in
Equation 6.1 except that they all refer to a thin annulus of radius
r. The second step will be to integrate this thin annulus across the entire
face of the trihedral, thus taking into account the averaging effect mentioned
above.
Previously_ we showed that a turbulon of size L translating across
a theodolite beam at some transverse velocity v will cause a wavefront distur-
bance of duration 7 _ L/v. Since as an approximation, we can say
1
f " - _- v/L
we can write k(f) as k(v/L_ r).
Let k(_ , r) be defined as follows:
i) k(_ r) _ O For frequencies leading to the phenomenon of
image shift in roof prisms. This occurs for
turbulons whose physical size_ L_ is greater
than about three times the diameter of the
annulus, i.e., L/r > 6.
k(_ _ r) _ I For frequencies leading to the phenomenon of2)
image blur. This is caused by turbulons whose
physical size_ L_ is smaller than the diameter
of the annulus_ i.e. L/r _- 2
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Thus
v r)
3) k(_ ,
V
k(_ , r) =
Varies linearly with L/r within the region
2 < L/r 6 i.e._ for frequencies leading to
both the phenomena image shift and image blur.
I for L/r 2 (6.4)
3 L L
----- for 2 .... 6
2 4r r
0 for L/r> 6
We can now find the value of K(f)
aperture and normalizing.
K(_) by integrating over the.
D/2
k(,r) 2 j: rdr 0/2
K(_ , D) : o 8 . v r) rdr (6.5)
• r D/2 = 7 _ k(_,
2 = r d r o
0
Eva!t, ation of 6.5 involves three separate calculations correspond-
ing to three ranges of L/D.
Case i: L/D _ 1
8 L/2 3 L _' 8 DI2
K 1 (_,D)_ 2 ? -- r' rdr (6.6)• -- ! '\ 2 4r J rdr + 2
D ,; D _
e/6 L/2
Case 2:
L
I_ -* 3
D
L 3 L 1 L2K 2 (,D) _ - _ + _ ( ) (6.7)
Case 3: L/D > 3
(v, D)K 3 L = 0 (6.8)
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of Calculation with Measured
Ratio of Trihedral to Roof Prism Power Spectrum
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Comparisonof Simultaneous RawError Signals
From Trihedral and Roof Prisms Over Physically
Coincident BeamsThrough 850 Feet of Atmosphere
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We have previously defined the critical frequency as
f D/v
c
Substituting into Equation 6.3 we get
L v L
L/D - --=--= f/f
v D vf c
c
(6.9)
(_ D) can be writtenHence K as
F i
3
K (f,fc) -: l. _0
I f/fc)2( for f" fc
f/f # 1 f/fc)2c 6 ( for f < f _ 3fc c
for f > 3f
c
(6.10)
Figure 6.4 shows the form of K(f_fc), along with the value of the ratio
Pt(f) / F r'(f)
obtained experimentally.
6.3 RMS SEEING DEVIATIONS
As noted in Section 6.2_ when the trihedral is used as a target
prism it is fundamentally insensitive to image motion. Thus, the rms seeing
deviations; calculated from the raw strip chart trihedral data, a sample of
which is sho_ in Figure 6.5, is composed of energy contained in the phenomenon
of image blur.
Since the error signal derived from the use of a roof prism con-
tains both image shift and image blur_ the ratio of these two quantities will
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give a rough measure of the ratio of energy contained in the two phenomena.
Data taken yields ratios about .14 for trihedral error to roof error_ in-
dicating that approximately 86% of the error signal due to atmospheric tur-
bulence is contained in image shift.
6.4 COMPARISON OF INSTANTANEOUS TRIHEDRAL AND ROOF ERROR SIGNALS
The suggestiom has often been made that it is possible to use
the error signal obtained from a trihedral in a "shin_ner subtraction network"
to remove the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the error signal obtained
with a roof prism. The test set-up, as described in section 6.1_ was used to
investigate this hypothesis by permitting the comparison of simultaneous error
signals obtained from two physically coincident beams_ one beam illuminating a
roof prism and the other beam illuminating a trihedral..
The two raw error signals (as shown in Figure 6.5) were digitized_
and the following daLa computed and i!!ustrat_d in Figures 6.6 and 6.7:
(1)
each error signal.
Auto-correlation function and power density spectrum for
(2) Cross-correlation function and cross power density spectrum
of the two error signals.
The data was calculated to yield the low frequency portion of the
power spectras within the bandpass of the theodolite_ since any shirmner subtraction
network must operate on only that portion of the atmospheric noise signal with-
in the bandwidth of the theodolite system. The power spectrum calculated for the
roof shows the -2/3 power law characteristic of the low frequency region_ while
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the power spectrum calculated for the retro exhibits an apparent leveling
off in the region around 5 cps. This leveling is probably due to computational
errors arising from the small amount of noise energy contained in the region.
The cross power density spectrum', which is a measure of the error
signal energy common to the error signals obtained from the roof and trihedral,
was calculated and found to contain both positive and negative values throughout
the frequency region. Physically, the cross power spectrum is essentially zero,
with the calculated positive and negative values arising from the approximate
nature of the computer program.
Because the cross power spectrum appears to be essentially zero,
there is little or no atmosphere noise component common to both the roof and
the trihedral error signals_ precluding the possibility of combining the two in
a filter network. This conclusion is borne out by examination of the cross-
correlation function, shown in Figure 6.6, which shows a low cross-correlation
between the two signals.
The conclusions drawn here are based on only two sets of data;
a more detailed examination based on a larger body of experimental data should
be made, including an investigation of the high frequency portions of the power
spectrum, to firm up the conclusions drawn above.
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SECTIONVII
CONCLUSI ON
7. I SL2_MARYOFEXPERIMENTS
In response to the obiectives of this study a model LR2A/GSAlign-
ment Theodolite was set ,Ip on a range of 850 foot length at the Perkin-Elmer
Corporation in Wilton, Connecticut, together with suitable return optics. In
addition, instruments for measurementof temperature and wind velocity were
disposed along this 850 foot path and readings of these meteorological param-
eters were taken while thL. deviations of the return beamto the theodolite were
recorded on a strip chart recorder.
The return optics used were a roof prism and a trihedral, the lat-
ter being used for a study of possible methods of compensation for errors due
to atmospheric _u_- leu_:c.
In a separate series of experiments, a square aperture was illum-
inated and the resulting object collimated and projected down the 850 foot
range to a small telescope and a camera. The resulting photographs were proc-
essed and subjected to analysis by a microdensitometer whose output record was
used to compute the modulation transfer function of the system and hence the
modulation transfer function of the atmosphere.
The results of these experiments were used to comparepredictions
of the atmospheric seeing with actual measurements.
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7.2 COMPARISONFRMSSEEINGWITHPREDICTIONS
FROMTEMPERATUREM ASUREMENTS
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 gives an indication of the agreement of our observations
with the predictions of the current theory. _Ithough there is a spread of the
points about the average line in that graph, when the difficulties of measure-
ment and the non-uniformity of the path are considered, there is surprising
agr_e:_ent.
There were errors due to the macroscopic nature of the measurements
made. Temperature gradients were measuredusing laboratory type thermometers
shielded from direct sunlight. More accurate results might have been obtained
using thermometers specifically designed for measuring the temperature of air
in motion and if such instruments were designed and constructed to have fast
response times and could have their output recorded so that temperature gradi-
ents could be recorded as a function of time. The instrumentation required for
such an arranRement would have led to expenditures outside the scope and funding
of this study and hence it was carried out with the standard instruments avail-
able.
Another extension of these experiments would involve the construc-
tion of a range with no features in the adjacent area which could perturb the
air flow and thermal pattern. After our instruments were assembled and readings
had been started it was found that the path used was indeed subject to perturb-
ing _nfluences of significance. Obviously, the construction of such an ideal
facility could only be undertaken with specific authorization. A|sos the results
of e:iperiments taken on the existing range certainly justified its use.
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We conclude that the 'h'oretical model of the turbulent atmosphere
in the latest formulation by R. E. ,qufnagel and N. R. Stanley can be used to
predicL a wll_;e for the rms angular error introduced by the atmosphere and de-
tected I_,,,a theodolite.
7.3 POWER SPECTRUM OF ATMOSPHERIC SEEING
The data taken, when converted to Power Density Spectra_ did indeed
conform to the predictions of the theory. In addition_ it was possible to ex-
plain several anomalies by use of this technique. Specifically_ the error
introduced into the data by vibration of the gantry at Cape Kennedy is immedi-
ately apparent as mentioned in the discussion of Figures 3.4 and 3.5 in Section
III. Also an eccentricity in the driw, mechanism of the strip chart recorder
is shown clearly in Figure 3.8.
Some deviations from the thL_ory are discussed at the conclusion of
Section III and they fall into the pattern of limitations of the current theory
and also limitations imposed by the equipment and site authorized for this study.
7.4 MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE ATMOSPItERE
The major results of this portion of the study have been the actual
determination of the atmospheric modulation transfer function. The dominance
of the atmosphere in determining the limitation on the resolution of the align-
ment theodolite is clear from Figure 4.3 and the associated discussion. The
effects of this on the design of future systems is certainly a subject worth
some consideration. As indicated in the text, "trade-offs" between cost and
small percentage changes in resolution are involved. Such considerations must
depend on the particular design being evalL_ated and hence do not belong in this
s tt,dy.
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7.5 TIME INTEGRATION
The results of Section V give some clues to the effect of varying
system parameters on accuracy. The implications extend beyond the immediate
system of theodolite and return prism and consequently additional analysis is
required. This would involve a study of the inertial platform performance and
also the sources of non-atmospheric disturbances (such as motion of the vehicle
on the pad) on tl_e performance of the larger system.
7,6 CO>tPARISON OF THE ERROR SIGNAL CHARACTERISTIC
ROOF PRISMS AND TRI_IEDRALS
The experiments conducted to compare noise in the return signal
from a roof prism with that from a trihedral led to the conclusion that there
was essentially no correlation between the two signals in the poL-tion of the
spectrum within the passband of the theodolite. It is conceivable that in the
higher frequency region of the noise spectra some correlation exists_ but the
low fraction of the total noise power contained in higher frequency regions_
coupled with the one cycle per second cut-off of the theodolite_ makes the
possibility of such appreciable correlation of academic interest only_ with no
practical application to the specific problem at hand.
7.7 SU_MARY
In general we may conclude that the magnitude of the effect of at-
mospheric turbulence on present Alignment Theodolites is fairly well described
by present theory and there appears to be no straightforward way of obtaining a
significant improvement in the performance of the present system. The methods
of optimizing the present system discussed in the body of the report lead only
to small gains and a study of their advisability in the light of economic and
larger system considerations should be made.
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APPENDIXA
ATMOSPIIERIC ATTENUATION IN THE VISIBLE
AND NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRUM
By R_ W. Austin
Scripps Oceanographic Inst0
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1,O ASSUMPTIONS
i.i It is understood that the space vehicles which are being aligned will
be located in a marine atmospheric environment.
1.2 The optical path (one way) between the alignment equipment and tile
space vehicle will be between i000 and 3000 feet.
1.3 The optical path of the alignment equipment may be between 0 ° and 30 °
elevation. (It is, however, assumed that the maximum height of the optical
path will not exceed 300 feet under any conditions.)
1.4 Tile wave length regions being considered will lie between 0.4 and 2.0
microns.
2.0 CENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 ATTENUATION EFFECTS WITH WAVELENGTH
A definite reduction in atmospheric attenuation may be realized
by using the near-infrared region of the spectrum in lieu of the visible
spectrum. This is not, of course, a panacea to problems engendered by poor
atmospheric visibility situations. It is doubtful that this improvement
will be of any great significance unless the alignment system is already
operating with a low signal-to-noise ratio under clear weather conditions.
We have found, for example, that the Perkin-Elmer Model 523-0005 long-range
azimuth theodolite, using visible radiation, would operate satisfactorily
over a distance of i00 feet under conditions when the one-way atmospheric
transmittance was down to 12 to 14%.
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It is instructive to relate these findings to the problem under
,consideration. For example, if the even longer-range system under considera-
tion were to have similar performance capabilities_ limiting operation at
14%transmittance for the 3000-foot optical path would occur when the atmos-
pheric transmittance was 2%per nautical mile. This corresponds to a meteoro-
logical range of i nautical mile. For the lO00-foot path, the samesituation
would occur when the meteorological range is 1/3 nautical mile. Under these
circumstances of low atmospheric transmittance we can expect a large amount
of large-particle scattering and large amounts of precipitable water in the
path. The presence of large-particle scattering reduces the benefit which
accrues through the use of the near-infrared as particles whose diameter is
large comparedwith the wavelength tend to be non-selective in their scatter-
ing. The presence of precipitable water meansattenuation of portions of the
infrared spectrum under consideration, i.e., strong water vapor absorption
bands exist at 0.9, i.I, 1.3-1.4, 1.8-1.9 microns. See Larmore (1956) and
Passmanand Larmore (1956).
The work of Knestrick, Cosden,and Curcio (1961) shows that under
moderately hazy conditions someimprovementcan be obtained (if one neglects
absorption and considers only scattering) by shifting the wavelength of opera-
tion from the visible to the near-infrared. Their minimummeteorological
range was, however, 3 nautical miles, and the data showeda general trend
toward a reduction in the improvementwhich might be expected as the mete-
orological range approached this value. Their work was done in the Chesapeake
Bay area which meets the general requirements for a marine atmosphere.
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Kernick, Zitter and Williams (1959) in a report containing considerable infor-
mation which is germane to the problem under consideration show by their
analysis that the scattering coefficient (which they inaccurately refer to
as an absorption coefficient) can be expected to vary with wavelength raised
to a negative power between -i and zero. Their experimental results, which
were obtained by measurements in infrared "windows" under various adverse
atmospheric conditions, agree generally with this finding. It should be
pointed out, however, that no spectral preference was noted when actual pre-
cipitation occurred - only when foggy conditions prevailed. They reasonably
attribute this to the fact that the droplet size (greater than 50 microns
for precipitation) was large compared to the wavelengths used in their tests,
i.e., 1.7 to 12 microns. Similarly, we may expect for the wavelengths between
0.4 and 2.0 microns which we are considering that definitely less increase in
transmittance with increasing wavelength will be observed in fogs than they
found in the spectral region which they investigated because of the many par-
ticles present in fogs with sizes larger than 2.0 microns.
Hulburt (1949) tabulated attenuation coefficients for wavelengths
from 0.25 to 1.0 microns for conditions varying from very clear to hazy. His
compilation also demonstrates that the change in attenuation with wavelength
becomes less pronounced as the "visual range" (or "meteorological range" in
Duntley's terminology) becomes smaller. Unfortunately Hulburt's tables do
not extend beyond 1 micron and do not cover the shorter meteorological range
in which we are particularly interested. (See attached reprint.)
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It was our experience in the tests which we ran on the Model
523-0005 that the ultimate limitation under severe atmospheric attenuation
conditions was the fluctuation in received signal caused by variations in
path transmittance and in back-scattered flux. Our observations_ of course,
were madewith a system using a muchshorter path and therefore were typical
of the moment-to-momentvariations in transmission which occur in extremely
dense fogs. An indication of the variability which maybe expected for the
meteorological ranges critical or limiting for the longer optical paths under
consideration could be obtained by observation of the fluctuations in Douglas
transmissometer records. These could be obtained from somelocal air field
which is equipped with one of these instruments. Onewould expect that the
transmission situation would becomemore stable as the transmission increases
and the limitation which was noted for the relatively short path may be less
important. Furthermore, the noise caused bv scintillation effects will become
larger for the longer path lengths of i000 to 3000 feet. This maymarkedly
reduce clear weather signal-to-noise ratio and change the conclusions based
on the Visibility Laboratory's study of the Model 523-0005. The changes
would be in magnitude, however, and not in concept.
Manyof the studies reviewed were for overwater or marine environ-
ments and no significant change would be expected for any specific maritime
location.
In conclusion, we can summarizethe wavelength effects on attenua-
tion by stating that for an inherently high performance system with a moder-
ately large signal-to-noise performance margin in the clear-weather situation_
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the effects of atmospheric transmission probably will not becomesignificant
until a light fog or dense haze situation exists. Under these conditions
the benefits which will accrue through the use of near-infrared as opposed
to visible radiation will be markedly less than would be found for the more
usual atmospheric clarities. The decision of wavelength region maywell be
determined by other considerations.
2.2 SLANTPATHS
For the lower layers of the atmosphere (0 to 300 feet) we know
of no work which has been reported which bears specifically on the problem
of slant path transmission as a function of wavelength. However, we would
expect no significant difference to exist over that which occurs for hori-
zontal paths of sight. There have been studies of slant visibility and of
the stratification of the lower atmosphere in the visible region. Manyof
these studies were performed by measuring the light scattered from search-
lights at night. Hulburt (1937) and Siewart et a! (]949 at NRLand Beggs
and Waldram in England have reported work of this type. They have not dealt
with the lower few hundred feet in sufficient detail for our purposes. (See
Middleton "Vision Through the Atmosphere," Chapter 7 for additional specific
references.)
It is not felt that any significant generalizations can be made
about this lower layer, especially over water, as there are so manyvariables
involved. For example, fog may exist in a layer from the surface to I00 feet
or from i00 feet to, say, 200 feet with perhaps equal frequency in manyareas,
depending upon local meteorological conditions. If a temperature inversion
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exists in the area a dense and rather well mixed haze or smog may exist to
altitudes of several hundred feet, and little vertical change in transmission
would be found. In order to make any significant remarks about the effects
of slant paths a study would have to be based on a knowledge of the local
characteristics of tile specific sites under consideration. (It is assumed
that the phrase "over open sea" means over water but near a coastal land mass
which could have a major effect on the local meteorology.) One small gen-
eralization can be made relative to over-water paths. This is that the first
ten to twenty feet above the water frequently, following a period of high
wind, will contain large quantities of salt nuclei which with high humidity
will form a haze of significantly low transmission. This would indicate that
any path, whether slant or horizontal, should not be close to the surface.
It would be assumed that the practical problem of keeping the optics clean
would dictate that the path would be above these heights.
2.3 SCATTERING
With the exception of the specific mention which was made of the
near-infrared absorption bands in Section 2.1, all other attenuation effects
in Section 2.1 and 2.2 are due to scattering, and the information included
in these sections is responsive to the request for information .... "directly
applicable to .... (3) Scattering of radiation for conditions in (i) and (2)."
Anticipating that other information such as scattering functions
for natural aerosols would be of interest, reports by Deirmendjian (1962),
Fenn (1962) who used a polar nephelometer built for him by Perkin-Elmer
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for his measurements,and Pritchard and Blackwell (1957) are included in the
bibliography. In addition, someof the reports which were listed because of
their coverage of the general attenuation problem also cover scattering func-
tions specifically.
2.4 HUMIDITYANDPARTICLEDENSITYGRADIENTS
The remarks under Section 2.2 regarding a requirement for more
specific knowledge of the local meteorology in the area of the launch site
apply here also. No information is included which covers the humidity gradi-
ent situation directly. A numberof references are given which contain
droplet size distributions for various conditions. The work of Woodcock
(1953), (1952), (1949) and Moore (1954), (1952) provides data on salt nuclei
size distributions over water and someinformation relative to gradients.
Wright (1940) discusses "atmospheric opacity" and its relation to relative
humidity.
? 5 FOCDISSIPATIONANDPENETRAiiON
In the event that there is interest in the removal of fog by
various methods_ four reports are included which cover this general area in
a rather complete manner. These are: Downieand Smith (1958), Junge (1958)_
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (1956), and the classic paper by Houghton and Radford
(1938). After considerably study of the various methods that have been sug-
gested, it seemedto us that none of the methods offered a really satisfac-
tory solution to the problem of complete removal of the offending fog. This
is even more likely to be the situation with the longer paths which are
involved in the current study. The methodswhich seemto offer the most
A-7
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promise in other respects involve the addition of heat to the general area
which includes the optical path. This, of course, carries with it the very
real possibility of introducing additional atmospheric turbulence or shimmer,
which for the long path and high angular accuracy being sought may make the
cure worse than the disease.
l
i
!
m
The report by Nathan (1957) suggests an interesting possibility
of being able to optically penetrate the fog by means of polarization tech-
niques. Such methods were investigated by the Visibility Laboratory for
application to the long-range theodolite 523-0005. This method was not found
to effect any appreciable improvement for the reasons given in Section 2.1
However, with the longer-range system and the possibility of a smaller amount
of fluctuation in transmission and back-scatter occurring at the limiting
value of transmission_ it may be possible to realize an improvement in the
operation of the system through the use of these techniques.
3.0 B!BL!OGRAPh_
The papers and reports listed below have been reviewed and con-
tain information which is pertinent to the current study. In most cases they
have been referred to in Section 2 above; however, in all instances the title
is indicative of the area of application.
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ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION FOR WAVELENGTHS
2,500 to I0,000 ANGSTROMS
E.O. Hulburt
Naval Research Laboratory
Synopsis
A tabulation of the attenuation coefficients for wavelengths
2.500 to I0_000 A for air varying from hazy to very clear was made by piec-
ing together the data of four investigations:
(1) Smithsonian Physical Tables, eighth Revised Edition,
. 1933, Table 767, columns 2 and 5; wavelengths 4,000
to I0,000 A.
(2) A. Vassy, Theses, University of Paris (1941); wave-
lengths 4,265 to 2,200 A.
(3) Optics Division, Naval Research Laboratory, now in
progress; wavelengths in visible and ultravioleto
(4) W. E. K. Middleton, "Visibility in Meterology,"
Chapter 2, Second Edition, University of Toronto
Press (1941); visible wavelengths.
The piecing together was fairly satisfactory because of two cir-
cumstances: (I) the Smithsonian and Vassy data agreed in absolute value over
a small spectral region in which they overlapped, (2) Middleton's equation,
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established by him experimentally for 4,600 to 6,400 A, when extrapolated to
i0,000 A, agreed with Smithsonian data but to I0,000 A.
The preliminary results are listed in Table 1 in which V is the
daylight visual range and _ is the atmospheric attenuation coefficient defined
-O_by i = i e where i and i are the intensities of a collimated beamof lighto o
in the wavelength interval _ _ entering and emerging from a column of the
atmosphere _ km in length. The values of _ for ultraviolet wavelengths below
3000 A in Table i are preliminary and may be changed to someextent whenan
investigation now in progress in completed. But the other values of _ will
probably remain as given in Table i.
A more complete report will eventually be published.
E.O. Hulburt, "Atmospheric Attenuation for Wavelengths 2500 to I0,000 Angstroms,"
Minutes and Proceedings of the Armed Forces, NRC Vision Committee, 24th Meeting
14-15 November 1949.
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTATION OF POWER SPECTRUM
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APPENDIXB
COMPUTATION OF POWER SPECTRUM
The power spectrum of the raw seeing error data was calculated,
using discrete digital techniques, in four steps:
(i) Step 1 digitization of the raw strip chart record
the theodolite error signal.
(2) Step 2 - calculation of the autocorrelation function
of the input.
(3) Step 3 - calculation of the raw power spectral den-
81ty by taking the cosine fourier transform of the
autocovariance function calculated in Step 2.
(4) Step 4 - calculation of a refined (smoothed) power
spectral density with an appropriate frequency weight-
ing function. This step reduces the effect of deal-
ing with a truncated (finite) input signal.
The spectral density g(f) of a signal of infinite length_ l(t)_ is given
by
QO
g(f)
o
C(t) cos 2_ft dt
B-I
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where
I-T
!
lim 1 l(r) I (t_T)dT (B-2)C(t)
J
r-_=
-T
and l(f) has been adjusted to a zero mean.
The experimentally determined l(t), which we will call I (t), has
e
a finite length. Thus C (t), the autocorrelation function for I (t), is trun-
e e
cated, which effectively is the same as multiplication by a unit pulse S(t),
t"
i I 0_ tl T
S(t) _ (B-B)
0 t> T
So that
C (t) C(t)S(t) (B-4)
e
I
I
I
I
I
The spectral density of the input signal of finite length is therefore
-OOge(f) _ Ce(t) cos 2_iftdt (B-5)
O
or
coge(f) . C(t)S(t) cos 2_ftdt (B-6)
O
The convolution property of fourier transforms states that if
then
C (t) C(t)S(t)
e
ge(f) = g(f-f') s(f')df' (B-7)
-OO
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where
s(f) = F [ S(t) +I sin fL j = f (B-S)
and F is the fourier integral operator.
Thus the experimental spectral density, ge(f), is the desired spec-
tral density convoluted with a function of the form sin f/f. To obtain a closer
approximation of the desired function, g(f), the computed function, ge(f), is
convoluted with a function called a hamming weighting function* to smooth out
the effect of the truncation of the autocorrelation function.
has the form
For discrete data points and a finite record length, Equation B-2
I n-p
-_ -- E F F p ::0,1,2, ---,m (B-9)
Cp n-p q-:O q q+ p
where n
m -_:
F
p :+
total number of data points I000
maximum number of correlation shifts --:200
experimental value of the signal
index of shift interval
The combination of a finite sampling interval 3 r_ and a finite
total sample length_ T, used in converting the raw theodolite error signal on the
strip chart to digital data points acts as a frequency filter of the form **
R(f) ; 1 sin2 _fT sin2_fr
(Jtft)2 (,_fr)2
(B-tO)
*The Measurement of Power Spectra, Blackman & Tukey, Dover 1958
**Ogura and Kahn, J-Meteorol, 14, I, p. 176.
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where
R( f,
T
response of equivalent frequency filter
total sample length
finite sampling interval
The low and high frequency cutoffs_ for which R(f)
considered here,
0_5, are_ for the cases
0.44 0.44n
fhigh r T
0.44
f
low T
(B-If)
To avoid inaccuracies due to the filtering effect of the sampling technique, the
spectra! density has been computed only for frequencies that lie within the
range defined in Equation (B-If). In terms of the sample spacing, r_ which is
equal to the shift interval used to compute the autocorrelation function, the
computer program calculated the power density spectrum between
i
f
rain 2r
m
and f --
max 2 r
These are inside the limits given by Equation B-ll.
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APPENDIX C
THE USE OF EDGE GRADIENTS IN DETERMINING
MODULATION-TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
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The Use of Edge Gradients in Determining
Modulation-Transfer Functions
FRANK _t'_COIT,I{(_)ERIC M. _o'rr, AND }_{OLANDV. SHACK,
The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Norwalk, Conn.
A method is described for obtaining the modulation-transfer function from an edge in an image,
making the procedure especially useful for evaluation of images not containing targets. Micro-
densitometric data obtained from an image-edge is treated to yield the square-wave response
from which the sine-wave response, or the modulation-transfer function, is determined. The
method only involves theta.king'of finite sums and differences. In addition to a discussion of the
method, a detailed example is given of two typical applications.
The increasing use of tile modulation-transfer
function' in the design and performance evaluation
of optical and photo-optical systems has been ac-
companied by an increasing variety of methods of
its measurement. One method for obtaining the
modulation-transfer function, ba_d on a principle
de._:ribed by one of the authors, 2 is discussed.
The l)rocedure to be described results in a good
estimate of tile modulation-transfer function of
systems producing images which do not contain
targets normally used for measurement purposes.
Instead, data obtained from an edge in tile image is
treated to yield the square-wave response from which
the sine-wave response, or tile modulation-transfer
function, is determined. This method, which
|{eceiv_l 1a July l.tff;3.
I. E. Ingh,m,am, I'hot. Sci. Eng., 6: 2_7. (19_;11.
2. I(. V. _hack, J. Rel Na,I Bur. Std., $8:245 (1956).
theoretically is exact, only involves the taking of
finite sums and differences. The accuracy of the
procedure is limited primarily by the practical as-
pect8 of microdensitometry and graphical tech-
niques. The theoretical basis and the mathematical
treatments involved in modulation-transfer func-
tions have been described H and will not be dis-
cussed in this paper.
Description of Method
If an edge in an image is assumed to have a step-
function brightness distribution, like a knife-edge
3. C,. C. Iliggina and F. I|. Porrin, Phot. Sci. Fng., ']: 66 (1958).
4. F. t[. Porrin, ,I. SMP7"E, 69:151 (1960).
5. F. I!. Perrin, J. SMI'TE, 6D: 239 (1960).
6. P_. M. _q.cott, l'hot. Sci. Eng.. 8:201 (1059).
7. |_. I,. l,mn}_erts, (;. C. ||iggins. and I_. N. Wolfe, J. Opt. Soc. Am..
dg: 487 (1958).
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Fig. i. Squab'e-wave modulation from knife-edge image,
image, the image of any structure made Ul) of sharp
edges I Fig. la) can be calculated by tile corre-
si)onding addition and subtraction of the im.ges of
each edge LFig. lb). _l)ecitically, the inte_lsity of
the image of a bar of ti,lite width can be calculated
by the dillbrence of two displaced edge-images or hy
the ordinate difference between two i_)ints o. the
knife-edge image curve plotted ugainst the midiK)it_t
betweel_ the ztbsciss.as of the i)oil_t.s, the .el)aratiol_
of the poillts be|rig equal to the width of the bar
( Fig. 1, 1) _.,d c). The centred i_dc_mity of the image
is oht.illcd when the mi(tlJoillt is _tt the center of the
sh_lrl)-e(Ige imt_gc curve.
If the object consists of bars sufli('ic,dly clo._
together fi)r the suc(:e_ive l_nifc-e(igc im.ges to
overhq) apl)rt_cia|)ly (Fig. hi), the i,_tcllsity tEL
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t
.............. L ....... +L. 1 .J_ t
,in.. l.fi,d b. 11., ._,_m <d the, ,,,ntifl,uti_m.,-; fr,,m :ll]
h,_r.,.+. 'l'hl_, it lb. ,_Ht,j_,_.t i_n ,_qtmr. wnv+" ,h:lr,'-' nnd
_:I,;_ ,'_ ;_ll _,+ltJ;ll . l_h+ , il+l,'Vlri|_.' ;l| lh_, r+,nl+.r ,,f l|
l)+_r ,,r ._l_;_ ,, i_ _,l,l:li++_.+l fr<ml Ill+, _,r(litml+* vnhi+ m _)I+
l,<,bH_ _'+1_,;_11\, ._l,;l('l't'_i :zl,m_ Ill+' knil+'-i'<Ig+' im:l/_e
,llrw, ;In.I _lr;uhllinl_ lh_" _mdt,r. '1"h_, ,_qt+:lr_,+wa\'_"
,n,,(ll_l;,li,,n in ,d)l;lh_.d fr,.n lilt,re' l\_+) inl+.n+ili+,s
l,y +in, t,su;ll l+wnltd;l. 'l'hL_ lW, W.dnr+ + c;*_i be r_ +-
l,,,;ll_,<l l,_r <l+lfi,n.nl l+r_,qtl_,iwh,s i_l _w(h+r I_) hl61d ill)
(++_' .qtlll;irt'+v+,';tvt' 11+_+_hll;,_|i,)i_ tllr_+,t, ,l+'+t_. _+,
I+_.<';_s_, lhe li:m._F+,r l'tm<'li<m h:tm ;t linil,, nlHwr
limil in ,'_luili;_l Ir-q;ll.ncy. any ,_<ll,;Ir_,-w:Iv_' iln+'ig+,
h;I._ +>Ill'.' :t lit_il_' _ll_ll+}+_'r +)t_ 'h;irll'i(mi_' <'+)lill.)llt*lllm.
Ill i:u'(, fiW :dr ._p;_|i;ll l'r_'(Ittt'nrh'm frmn I:+ il'u_xillltttn
|_, l]_' m_iximum ils+'If, llle mql_+ire-wnve inl;Igl' iS
ilm'll +l silm-wav,., bi,<':mm, re|Iv the ft]nd:mwnl.al
(';Ill 'll;IV( + ;I ll(lllZl'rlr_ v;IIUo. ('OllSOilll('lltl), il i.q
l,,l._._ibl0' l,) dt,riw, the shw-wnv<' m_dul;Hi<m from
lilt..'+qll;Ir_'-x'¢;iv( , n+<Mllhll ion by .ql;lrl+.h+g ;ll tilt' high-
fr_'_It_,'m'y _,n(l nnd w+wking b;ickwnrdm in|riHlu<'ing
harm,|rib r_)ml.)n+'nls wh(,n ;llq+rl)lWkl(e.
Example of Method
The Ibgerminatbm _)f the m_)dUl:llim_-tr:msft'r
funr|ion _f an ;wrinl cmnera ._y._h'ln is tnken as ml
i'X+mllde (>f tile use of tilt' nmlllod. 'l'h_" mt.lllod is.
however, alqdicabh+ Io other <)plh'al ;rod I)llot_)gr+ll_hie
sysh,m_ or ('()ml)Oi_enl,_ a_ i_ hri,,tly di_cum_,d la(er.
The tirsl and most imp<)rtanl s|,_l_ is 1,o provide n
_',_sihmH,lri(. exposure on the tihn to be evahlaied.
'l'lli,_ is (l()ll(, best in the camera +It ahnost the shine
lime as the eXl_<_sure. No ahs_du(e ildensiiy call-
II I.+ l.+nml,.rl+. 1. ()pl..%_<'. As,+., .1_: .I'll) I I_l:hq+.
t+r;tli<)n in r_,<ll.ir,,d, l,l,l <',+in.._;h_ml<l I." taken th:d
th,' r,,hlliv(, _,×].)._tlrt,m ;ll'(' +|elfir+ill,Iv kll(H, Vll. A
tmifiwn'dy ilhlmin;l|,.(l d_'nsity sl_'l_ lahh'l is sails.
fa, hwy if" lhe dur;ilflm ,if tht. _,Xl)_)sur_. and llle _pe(-
trnl qn.qlily _)t lira ilhlmhmlhm shnulate tit|> B['t'll( +
+,Xl)+)._tm,. The t,xl,+).'_llr{,_ ln;ly I)t. li];l(l(! ;11 (lilTer(,nt
|illl,'._ if fill' ill|(,rv+ll |<_ ]w{l('eSSill_ is long I'l_Otlgil .'+0
|h;l{ ;lily till1(' I.t'fl'('|_ Iwlwt'<'n Pxllil.+411r('s ;tlld |)r<_('-
_,._sii+l_ :ire minimi>'_'d, l"rmn this mt.nsit<_mt'trk"
_'Xl)<)sl,re +l in<,|it+it'd fi.'in ,)f' +l rhnr+t<'lerisl i_' +I l _+_: I ) +
_'ut'v+' will I)_' (lev('l,)l.'(l and tlw n('t;urn<'y +)f the
nml h()d (h'l,'n(ls on tilt, +lt'<'Ur;l('y ()[" this curve.
Tin, _teps in lids nlel,ho(I, l(+ pr(_ct'ed from an _.(l_t'
hi +l ph'ture h) Ill(' lrnnsfer rtinclhm of the sy._+t+n},
nr_' ns t'(dhlw_:
|. _I']('t't ;lit ('(]ge in lilt+ ._('('lle whil'h is sll':l]g|It
f(lr tn:tny rt'm[)luti()n eh,inei_ts _llld is klll)'+Vll it+ h+lve
a _tel)-ftmrliiln hriglHi+ess disirii)uth)u. ]':x;_+nl)h's
:ire ._ha(h)wr of straight, e(lge._ <)f Iluil(lhlff.,+ Oil _ ,nooth
stlrf+lt't,s tlllil i|le rh]_*+ I>f a pe_lked roof v,i_h dif-
|t.rel+t ilhnnin:ltiOll oH llle two sides. 'rh(, t.l_: e i'nu+t
sel);iral,e lwo areas +)f unifolnl (|ellsil.y xvl,lt']l are
I:lrg(' enough ill I)e well rem)lved.
2. "['r_we 1.he sensit(mmtric density _t 'ps and
the edge with lh(' same slit and settings o1" _i_e micro-
(I(,ilsit()ltl(!ter. The slit must I)e hmg t,i],,t,+_h /and
thus the edge) h) give a good tr;we with ;_ +ninimum
{)f grain noise. +['t_e slit must be narr(_ ,_t:ouglt m)
thai its transfer tirol'lion 7'(k! (h)es ]l_)l ,,hs('ure llle
fun('l i+)n of the s vstolll being ev+lluHte(].
sill r tt'k
"/'(k)
11+ IUk
Where
u' effe('!ive width r)f slit
k slmtinl fre(luen['y
Figure 3 illustrales a tYllic_d tracing,
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Fig. 4. Curves of sondlomeltlc rololive exposure vs.
dislcmce on film of edge imago (tighf)
microdeu_itomolor deflection (loft) ond relutlw oxpot, ure re.
3. (_'()llv(,rL the delh,cti.n, of the de|mitomelt.r
into relative exposures by i,hltting (lefhwtion vs.
relative eXl)Oaure+ from tl,, m,,sit,)mctric imngt,s.
The k, ft side of Fig. 4 is typical.
4. l)rnw a smooth curve through tile c(igl_ trace
(caru at this I_)int will l)e repaid laterL convert tim
deth'clion axis to rclative CXl)O,uru using tim curve
made in Sit, it 3, and draw thu curve of rt,lativt.+ ex-
I)osurc VS, (lisl)hlt'el_lt'zlt £it.I showit on right side of
Fig..1. If the trace sh<tws cxct;titiivc (lctlcctit)n. dut_
t,) gr_,nularity, t+cnu several tAcctiollu of tht; etlgt; a|ttl
grnl)hit'ally average the traces.
5. i°'i,l(I tht, centt++r of the central intensity. This
i)oint ot_ the curve is tht_ £tVCl'llgo eXl)Ot+ure; that is,
t'clILt, r l)t)int :- tl'.' ..... F 1':,,.,.)2
Ii. St+lt.+t'l. a (listant:t.. increment whit'h is t;tlUtll to
_k wht.re k it+ a t+lmtial |'rt, qucllt'y ttL which Lht+.tratm-
ft,r l'ttttt'tit)ll it+ t_x)_t_t'tc(I to havt; it wtluu grt_altrr Lhntl
oZ -- DAIA PROM FILM MANUFA(_IuHEH
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Fig. 5. M.osuroment of modulollon-trun,dor tu,_lion of Koduk Plus-X
Aerecon Fihn, Type No. 8401, developod in 0-19 dovelop©r lot 8 nfin
u_ 68 + F.
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zt'ro. (;t, ntt+r lht; t+t,Jt.t'lt,(I ditihtl_cu intrt'mt+llL t)n
Lht_ ta;ntt+r i)()ittt tttl(l divi(h+ Iht, rtqlmit.h+r ()f tht_
t'urvu ai)m'itAml i.t,) the tit'hPt+h'tt (_itAllllltrt+ i_lt'rt'ttxt'.lda,
a..l|<)wn in Fig..I. l)t,tt,rmi,.,\the ordi,lntt+ Ilil_
fcrt'llt't; t)t" trnch tilt+tall||+ illtrt'll.+nL. A(ld Iht_ dif-
ft'l't+llt't'8 of t-,'ery t)lht'r i|wrt.uw|lt tt+<)lid lit_t.a ill
Fig..th tllltJ COlmi(h'r tiffs t_) [)t, lilt; MAX vlllut;.
Thu MAX m't |mist inch.h+ the ('t+nh'r inert,mr+hr.
Add tl|t_ (lill'urtqwt.n of the rt.maitling incrt,mt'nta .'-"
(dottt.(l lira., in Fig..1), £tlttl ('()m+i(h'r this the MIN _-_
v+thlt P.
7. l)t_q,t.rlliillt; Lht+'tit,ltl+il't'-wltvt ' lllo(luJallioll vliltlt)
()f tilt, tit'l+'ch'd frt.qtlt,ltCy /,', utAillg lht+ _IA.X .lX,l
MIN valllt.. (tltl+til+t+tl ill Sit'it tl.
_qlll|rt+-WllVt+ IIIO(Itlhll it)ll
|MAX- PvllN)|MAX t MINt
As a clwck. MAX I MIN slt,,uhl t'qt,al E ...... -
E ........
14. I{el)t,at Slt'l)l.l IJ £tll(l 7 ++,'vt,r.l tit,.'s ill each
i'll+tit+'_'h:t'tittg tt dilt't'|'t',tL (JiMath't. + i|_crt'H.'ltL ttAItalial
frt'(lUt'lwy) whiHt will t.tmhlt; Iht, i,l_)tli,_g of tim
tA¢ltlarc-w0+vt++ ltu)dllhtlio|| t'ttrvt' itt+ tAh(,wll ill Fig. 2.
t). (:hltllgt+ th0 tAtltllil't!-wttvt+ illt)(ltlhtlit,ll t'tirvt;
It) it tiilit+-WllVt_ llu)(luhtth)|l t'tll'Vt+. 'l'hit+ it+ lit't't)llX"
iJitiht!d by truati|_g m'ctiotm A, It. (', tqt'. ttl tl_u t+lll+Vt.
i|l Fig. 53 tit.lmr.tt.ly, iu scclit)t_ A, ct_ltait, til_g t)l' tho
tiImtiM frt'(Itlt.+lltry ' r_tllgu of _:_/,', ..... It| k, ..... .+ultil,ly
thu ++quart;-wavt_ itt()duhltit)ll I/ by tr .I h: .bit,i,| lilt'
tihlt_-wllvt, In_ttluhttiou 5_.
lit F;t'cti<)ll A,
,_.1, (_r .l !T/,
In ,'qut'li_). li f':, k, ..... It) _,t k,.,.I, t'h+lllgt, tht,
ti(jtlllft+-WllVt+ lllt)(Itthtli_)ll It) miltt!-WllVt' Illt)thlhd iOll I)_
?,I+- (+r .I)I/, I ,_:+M .,,
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l,ikewiso, in S_,cti+m (',
Correction for harmonic rOml)ononts al_w, the 5th
is ustzally not ner(,ssary as interl_olation of the rurve
to a modtdation value of l.O is adequate.
I0. l{emove lhe lransfi'r flmctiml of the micro-
densitomeler obim'live and slit which ran he deh'r-
mined lly scanninK a knifl,-edl_n alld aplflying lhe
llrocedtlre described ill tills paper.
It is 1o lie nolt,d lhat ihi_q nlethod gives Ill(, t rml._fi,r
ftlilrti+)ll of thp aerial i'_llll(W_l s v_lpnl wilhont a
knowledge of thp aclual intensities at the target,
the haze' " in lhe almosllherp, or the wide-anl_h,
static(in 7 in lhl, svsiein. This is because the
hri_hlness in the S('('110 _'11SI IlS_Uill('(t |O lie as
nlpasured llhohlmelrically in lhe inial_e till lhe lihn.
Thus, I hc._' efft,rl._ are no+ drh,rmined hy this nlelhod
without addili<null kn_lwh,dl_e (if the largel. Nover-
tht,ll'ss, in those cases where only tlntlallilarlii'z(,(|
i_lrget.q life avaihltlle, the lilethod yields considerahle
tl._,ftlJ iilformatiqln oil aerial t'_inlera syMelll per-
+el"In_l n('(_.
Other Applications
The procedure cnn he applied to dctermilm lhe
moduhlt im_-I ransfer funrl i_ll_ _t I,hnio apt ical devices
olher than aerial cllnli'r_l systems. For example, as
mentioned in the application discus.m,d ahove, lhe
inoduhllion-transt],r tiinrtion (if a inicrodensitolneh'r
fall he drterlninrd lly this method.
Another e×alnl)le of aplilication is the nle;istlre-
ment of tihn nloduhliion-lranttfer funclitms. Figure
5 ShOws the rrsults ob|ained hy tills nlelllod and
that ohtahu,d lly the lllanufacturer. II The liar -
tiruhlr procedure followed in this rase was:
1. An ed_e-hna_e was produred on .i high-resolu-
tion film.
2. The edl_e-inrlt_e was contart-l_riniod on the
film I>einl_ evahla|t'd. The ('ontrast lit lhe edffe-
image llroduced in Sh,l I 1 lind the e×l,Ostire ill('idl,nt
Oll the film in Slel I 2 were such that the minimllnl
density pro_iuced oil iht' film in Slell 2 was above
gross fog.
3. The tihn was proces,_d along with n t, nsito-
metrically e×posed tihn sanll_ie.
I,I. I1%t. |). I(,lSOllilll, ,Jr, /'hot. ,i¢,t. I'.'tl#&, I." 7flr_ <111(;71.
III. I%1. I). IG,_,nlili. ,It.. F. S,'_lll. lind Vlt. F. Tlih,_tu,n, Jr., phol N,i,
#','n_.. 7: !1"_ t I!li;ill
| I . slllrl#llll/I I ,_[ I'h) _t,,tl I'_rlf>,'rtl,_ <if Aertlll rind ,Nl,eri.l M,it,'t i.l,_> Spc"
lion 19, 1'Tnslnl_in I'_odnk ('o.. I1,,, hesll'r, N.V.. 191;3.
4. The iiroressed film was s(',,nned on a micro-
densitllmel('r and the resulting pd_e-trace changed
tO an exliosure disian('e Idol rising the rnicro-
(|onsitometer trace (_t' the sensih>metric exposure.
5. The edge of Step 1 wa,_ _('anned on the micro-
densilometer. After alqfli('nti(m of the prore(lure
desrri e(t in this Ilal_,r, the transfer function of tile
micro+h'nsihlmet(,r lllus ttm eXllosing edge was de-
Iermin(,d.
6. From the eXl)Omir(, distanre Ill(It of Step 4 a
mo(h/hltion-transfi,r fllnction was produced whi('h
when divided hy lhe moduhttitln-transfer function
produced in Step ,5 yielded lhe film modulation-
l ranM'er ftlnction shown ill Fit_. ,5.
Conclusions
"/'lie, procedure descrihe(I above hives the real
part of Ill(' ollti, al-lransfer flint(ion _ which, in the
(';ise of S)'lnme|riral Iine-sliread fun('tiolls, is equal to
Ill(, modllhl|ion-trallsfer fllll+'|ion. Vl,_hen ullsym-
motrh'al ,,+tge-t ra('es are ellt'Otlnl(,red, the imaginary
part +if lira (q_liral-lransfer fulwlion +:till be deter-
mined by re[mating lhe process using distance incre-
ments not centered (ill tile central intensity. The
relleah,(l lirocedure should emllloy distance incre-
mpnl,_ reniered on points A, B, C, D .... in Fig. 4
and yi.hts the Fourier sine transfilrm of the line-
spread flim'iion. As a check, thia filn('tion should
have its orit6n at zero. The nmdulation-transfer
fun(l ilia is obtained by combining the first-obtained
lrnnsft,r funclion (which mathematically is tile
Fm,rier cosine transform) with the function ob-
l:dned hy the repeated process by taking the square
root of the sunl-of-the-squares.
The method for determining the modulation-
transfer function discus.'_'d in this paper should not
be employed when more conventional methods
and suiiable targets'°, _: art' available yielding more
accurate data. The procedure described does, how-
ever, offer a fairly rapid and accurate (letermination
(_f m(idulation-transfer functions and is particularly
u._'ful with images not containing sine-wave or other
types of targets.
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APPENDIX D
BASIC SEEING THEORY
D-I. Introduction
The purpose of this section is to give the reader a short survey
of the theory used to derive the equations used in Section II giving the de-
pendence of the wavefront deviation on the logarithmic temperature gradient_
0". A complete study of this subject is given in the references quoted herein.
It includes such factors as temperature and its gradient and time variation 3
solar radiation to the ground and to water vapor in the air_ re-radiation from
the ground to the air and humidity transfer between air and ground and its de-
pendence on wind velocity and temperature. It has been found that a statis-
tical approach to the problem can predict many of the features of the trans-
mission of light through a turbulent atmosphere. This approach makes it un-
necessary to treat all the thermodynamic variables in detail.
We proceed by defining statistical functions to describe the tur-
bulent atmosphere and finding the variation of these functions with position.
These are then used to find solutions to the wave equation_ i.e.. the equation
for propagation of light. From such solutions_ an expression for the mean
square phase deviation is found in terms of variables which can be measured.
Thus we arrive at equations used in the text to predict the atmospheric seeing.
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D-2. Random Functions
The temperature and wind velocity at a point are random varia-
bles. Two important measures of such quantities are their mean value and
their correlation function. If we let f(t) be the value of a random varla-
ble at time tI then we denote by f(tl) its mean value_ that Is_ the value
of its average over the whole ensemble. Denoting by f*(t2) the complex
conjugate of f(t2) then the correlation function of f(t) for times tI and
t2 is
Clearly_ Bf (tl_t2) = Bf (t2_tl) when f is a real function and Bf = O when
the quantities in the square brackets in (D,1) are independent of each other_
that is_ when the fluctuations of the quantity f(t) at times tI and t2 are
not related to each other.
A random function (i.e., a function of a random variable) is
called stationary if its mean value is independent of the time. Stationary
functions are more easily manipulated than other types and can sometimes be
used for describing physical situations. However_ they are inappropriate
for many meteorological variables because these are frequently slow_ smooth
functions of the time of day. For this reason_ the so-called "structure
functions" were introduced by Kolmogorov.
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D-3, Structure Functions and Homogeneous Fields
When f(t) is a (non-stationary) random function which changes
with time_ we consider instead of f(t) the first difference
F (t) = f(t+T) - f(t)
T
This is the change of f in time T; and for slow, steady changes in f it will
be independent of t. This new function can then be a stationary random func-
tion of time. It is now possible* to write the correlation BF(tl, t2) as a
linear combination of so-called structure functions
Df(ti, tj ) = _f(ti).f(tj) ! 2
(where the values of t are tl, t I + T, t2_t2 + T). As a matter of fact_ for
F (t) stationary, we need only consider the simpler function
Df([) = If(t+';)-f(i)_ 2 = IFl(t)]. 2
Consider now, for example, a meteorological parameter_ f(r),
which is a function of position. We will find it appropriate to apply the
method of structure functions. Although the correlation, Bf(rl_r2) is a
function of each of the arguments separately and not just the difference,
Df(rl..r2) is a function only of the difference, and we may write
Df(rl-r2) =
__ _2
U
w
T atarski, V.I.; "Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium," McGraw-Hill,
pp. 9-10.
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I
I
i
or_ in fact_ if
rl-r 2 = r
where
r= Irlr2I
(Dr2)
D-4. The Parameters of Turbulence
We now proceed to apply the foregoing to the study of the change
from an initially laminar flow to turbulent flow. The Reynolds number is
where
vL
Re -
V
v is the velocity_
L is a characteristic length of the process, and
v is the kinematic viscosity.
When this criterion exceeds its critical value, Re
cr _
motion changes to turbulent flow.
the character of the
If a velocity fluctuation v' occurs in a region of size _ in the
original liminar flow_ we can compute a characteristic period
"[ _--
V s
and the amount of power (per unit mass of fluid) converted to fluctuational
motion is
v ,2 v ,3
¢ - T _ "
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O
Figure D-I. Illustration of Parameters in Turbulent Flow
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I
I
I
I
I
We will be interested in the dependence of this power on kinematic viscosity,
eddy velocity and eddy size° To find this, we use dimensional analysis. Re-
calling that the kinematic viscosity can be written in terms of the shearing
stress c :
s
thcn
hence, in_nediately
_7
s
_v
_y
!
_v v
_y ,_
O _ j
S _V l S
V : --r--r or _
v p
Now, e is the power eventually converted to heat per unit mass,
hence
stress x area x distance
volume x density x time
xpxl P !\ --v'/;
and substituting _ to eliminate o and p
s
W ,2
z2
@
s \
(D-3)
We call _ the inner scale of the turbulence (the size of the
o
smallest eddies) and L the outer scale of the turbulence (the size of the
o
largest, anisotropic eddies). Then the difference between velocities at
points 1 and 2 is mainly due to eddies with dimensions of the order of the
distance_ r, from point 1 to 2. The energy transferred to an eddy of a given
size comes essentially from larger eddies and is transferred in turn to smaller
eddies. The rate of dissipation of energy into heat is then determined by the
parameters connected with the smallest eddies and is of the order
D-6
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I
I
I
I
i
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For larger eddies_ the energy transferred is of the order of the kinetic
energy per unit mass and thus the power transferred is
2 3
v_ v_
T L
Thus if we wish to write the dependence of velocity on ¢ and _ we have
i/3
v_' _ (¢_) . (D-4)
Now. the only parameters which can be involved in the structure function are
the energy dissipation rate, ¢_ and the distance r. If we write for the
structure function of the velocities
Drr = <Vr-V' _ (D-5)
then we must seek a combination of r and ¢ with the dimensions of velocity
squared, hence from (D-4)
2 2/3
Drr(r ) = C D (¢r) (D-6)
This is referred to as the "two-thirds law."
By quite similar arguments, the structure function for the tern-
¢
perature fluctuation_ D e (r)_ can be shown to obey a similar law
D O (r)
2/3
a2Nr
- _/3
where a is a numerical constant and N represents the amount of inhomogeneity
which is dissipated per unit time due to molecular diffusion. For conveni-
encej this is frequently written
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2
and C e
2 2/3
De (r) = Ce r
is called the structure constant for temperature.
In order to apply this directly to an analysis of wave propagation
in a turbulent atmospher% we must convert D@(r) to Dn(r ) where n is the re-
fractive index. This is done* by starting with the empirical relationship be-
tween n and 8 and then assuming that a small parcel of air is displaced verti-
cally with adiabatic conditions holding. Taking into consideration the change
of temperature and humidity with altitude, the change in index is calculated
and we find
and
2213
D " "_r) = C r
n n
C 2 = a2 L 4/3 _ 6N _20zT--
n o
where L is the outer scale factor
o
index with altitude.
and 6N/6z is the change of refractive
D-5. Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
The phase of the wave as it is propagated through the atmosphere
is seen to be a direct function of distance and index of refraction. Hence
for two rays. reaching two different points in the aperture of the alignment
theodolite, we can write the following expression for the difference in opti-
cal length of path
L
S = _ In(xl_Yl_Zl:t)-n(x2, Y2_Z2,t)_.,_ dz (D-7)
o
*Tatarski, V.I., Op.Cit._ p.55ff.
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where we have assumed that the path is essentially a straight line in the
z direction. The value of this integral is fluctuating continuously_ but
if the points (xl,Yl) and (x2,Y2) are separated by a distance equal to the
aperture diameter_ and we average S over the period of observation and over
the aperture we get a convenient measure of the angle of arrival and hence
of the position of the return image in the focal plane of the alignment
theodolite.
The angle of arrival_ when S is calculated for two points at
-I
opposite edges of an aperture_ D_ is then tan S/D_ and, for small angles,
the linear displacement in the focal plane is FS/D where F is the focal length.
We now proceed to outline the method of determining S from the
meteorological data using the model of a turbulent atmosphere sketched pre-
viously.
We assume that the index is close to 1.0 (as it is for air) and
does not change very rapidly with distance or time. It is convenient to deal
with the normalized fluctuating part of n defined by
rN ( t) =A n(r, t) - n(_)
where n(r) is the local time average of n.
_orln
becomes
In terms of N(r,t)_ the wave equation for a plane wave of the
V (r,t) = A(r,t) exp i(kz-_t) ]
V2A 0A+ 2ik -- + 2k2NA = O.
_z (D-8)
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It is shown by Hufnagel and Stanley* that equation (D,8) need not be solved
exactly but rather that it is only necessary to find a statistically aver-
aged quantity. Further, they show that the significant quantity is the
average mutual coherence factor
I
I
I
I
'l
< -- >M (p;z) = A(_l,Z,t ) A* (p2, z,t)
where we are using Pl and P2 to represent vectors in the plane transverse
to the direction of propagation. The solution given by them is
M = exp ik N l,Z')-N(P2jZ') _; dz'
.j 1
O
(D-9)
The integral in (D=9) can be identified with that in (D_7) to within a con-
stant factor almost equal to unity. The connection of the function S with
the modulation transfer function_ M, and the proof that M is a rigorous solu-
tion to the wave equation without neglecting the effects of diffraction and
scintillation are important results of the paper by Hufnagel and Stanley and
illustrate the power and utility of the concept of modulation transfer func-
tions. The evaluation of the integral is facilitated by expanding the in-
tegral as a linear function of structure functions of the form
DN _ N(Pi, zj)-N(Pk, z_) J
where the subscripts take on the values 1 or 2, resulting in
= dz' DN(r"; z')-DN(Z" ;z' ) _ dz" (D- i0)
O ._
*Hufnagel and Stanley, JOSA_ v.54, p. 53ff.
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where 1/2
r" _ [ [pl-P2 [ + (z") 2 _
= j
z" =A Zl-Z 2 and z' =A _i (z l+z2)
Thus,we have arrived at an expression for the mean square phase deviation
as a function of the structure function of the index of refraction of the
intervening atmosphere. This is, then, the junction point of the electro-
magnetic (or optical) problem with meteorological theory.
The initial inputs to the theory of turbulence are thus the
gross meteorological parameters. These include the quantities involved in
the heat balance, i.e., the heat fluxes out of and into a small volume of
the atmosphere; also the wind velocity (as a function of height above the
ground) and the heat capacities and density as functions of height. From
these data_ the theory predicts the characteristics of the turbulenc%mainly
the structure functions for temperature (or index of refraction) as functions
of the path length and position. Then the theory of wave propagation will
give information about the changes in the wavefront arising from the turbu-
lence in the form of Cross Correlation functions for phase and intensity.
It is only after this has been accomplished that we can arrive at the coher-
ence function and eventually the rms deviation of the angle of arrival of
the beam.
D-6. COMPARISON OF PREDICTED WITH CALCULATED SEEING DEVIATION
D-6,1 Predicted Seein_ Deviation for the Perkln-Elmer Range
In the previous paragraphs we have derived an expression for
mean square deviation of the phase of an electromagnetic wave passing through
D-II
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I
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a turbulent atmosphere (Equation D-10). This can be used to derive the
numerical value of the rros signal from the alignment theodolite as follows:
DN(r",z' ) into that for <$2> we get
On substituting the expression for
, z 0= _ 1/3 2/3
o
and we can evaluate the inner integral so that we obtain
5/3 z
<S2> = 2.91p _ CN 2 (z') dz' (D-II)
o
wherep= I '1 21
For a horizontal path, CN2(Z ') is constant and hence
5/3
<$2> = 2.91 p RCN 2 (D-12)
We still do not have a useable expression for CN 2 since our pre-
vious one contains the factor 6N/6z. However_ in the turbulent layer of air
several tens of meters thick lying near the earth's surface the mean temper-
ature follows a logarithmic law
and hence
h
0(h) = @ + O* log _--
O
From this_ and the relation between temperature and index of refraction we
find that
d_ 2/3
CN(h) = 1.3 I _-_ + 0.98 x 10 -4 I h x 0.9 x 10 -6 (D-13)
D-12
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where 0.9 x 10 .6 is the rate of change of index of refraction with temperature,
0.98 x 10 -4 is the atmospheric adiabatic lapse rate and the factor 1.3 is ex-
perimentally determined. This formula holds only for unstable conditions
negative cormnon on clear, sunny days. On substituting the value of d-_
and neglecting small quantities
-1/3
CN(h ) = 1.17 x 10 -6 6*h (D-14)
From this last equation, we see that a measurement of the tempera-
ture gradient _ will give CN(h ) as a function of the height above the
ground. Knowing C N we can find --<S2 > and then we can find the rms error
signal generated in the alignment theodolite since
_i/2
<S2(w)> )
= L, _ (D-IS)
e
w
In the actual experimental cenfiguration, h was not a constant
but varied fronl 3 feet to 9 feet from one end of the range to the other.
2
Since C N is a function of h_ we must find a suitable average value of h.
This can be found by defining the equivalent path height_ h
eq °
I
according to
R 2 _ R 2/3j CN dz = (1.17 x 10 .6 _,)2 h- dz
o o
= (1.17 x 10 .6 0*) 2 h -2/3 R
eq
where h
o
Along the outgoing path of the range used,
h I h
- o
h= h +CZZ = h + z
o o R
= 3 ft and h = 9 ft.
1
D-13
II
P
P
I'
I'
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Performing the integration above_ we find
-2/3 3h 1/3 1/3
Rheq - 2 1 + _--) - =
o
and substituting the values of c_ ho_ and hl_ we find
so that
h = 5.55 feet = 169.2 cm
eq
CN(h ) = 0.212 x 10 -6 O* (DoI6)
In practice_ @* is found by plotting @ versus log h and measuring the slope
of the faired curve. We now have all the quantities required to find _$2>
from Equation (D-If) and CTe_ the error output_ is found from Equation (D.15).
!
!
!
!
!
!
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D-6.2 Aperture Correction Factor
Equation (D-15) was derived on the basis of the phase structure
function given in Equation (D-IO)_ where an expression for the difference in
phase of the incoming wavefront between two points separated in a horizontal
plane was found. In the real case of a theodolite using a prism: this phase
difference between two points separated in azimuth is averaged over the verti-
cal height of the prism: thereby reducing the "strength" of the seeing.
]'he factor Oeff/Te_which represents reduction in the rms seeing
predicted by Equation (D-15) due to this vertical averaging effect, can be
found as follows.
Consider the aperture sho_1 in Figure D-2. The average squared
difference in the angle of arrival of the wavefront can be found as the square
of the average of the wavefront deviations seen by the pairs of points I and
2. 3 and 4# and 5 and 6.
That is:
o 2
;" elf ',
q
e
which can be written as
= _ (31-$12)_('3-_£4)*(¢5-_6) !
( _eff "2 i
'" _e 9
_(.i__2)2 . 2 2_(,3-@4) ,(_5-@6)
i 2 _i@3-71.4_,i_.5-_i_.'6 _2'_3_'_'2@4
_._ .-_,÷_ _ -_4_5+¢4_6 ])j_"2 _ 5 2_'6_'f3'5-_'3@6
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>[
Figure D_2. Notation for Calculating Aperture Correction
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In order to evaluate this equation we must consider the phase structure
function of the wavefront deviations at the theodolite aperture. The phase
structure function is defined as
D¢¢ (rij) = ¢(ri)-¢(rj) ] (D-17)
where r. and r. are two points in the entrance aperture of the theodolite, and
z j
• z j
Thus# the first three terms on the righthand side of Equation
(2.14) can be written in the notation of Equation (D_I6) o
2 ? (25__6)2>/i-_2 ) )(_'3-:4)-
= D(r12)_D(r34)+D(r56) (D-18)
(2.15)
so that
In order to simplify the 12 remaining terms we expand Equation
D¢¢(rij) = 2 t <_'2(ri)> <_1(ri)$(rj)> }
1
<¢:i;:j> = <¢2(ri)> --2 D¢¢(rij) (_-19)
Substituting these into Equation (D-16) yields
9 f C_eff ]2L cr = D(r12) ID(r34)ID(r56)-D(r13) _D(rl4)
e
D(r23)-D(r24)-D(r15 )_D(rl6) _D(r25)
D(r26)-D(r35) ID(r36) _D(r45)
6
-D(r46),2 )7 (-I) i <_2(ri) >
i=l
(D-20)
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The condition of the isotropy and homogeneity of the atmosphere
a11ows us to conclude that the statistics of the wavefront deviations remain
constant over the entire aperture. Thus the values of
<¢_2(ri) >
are all equal and the last term on the right-band side of Equation (D_20).
equals zero. Equation (D,I6) then becomes
. Cef f ._2
(d
= _ 3D(1)-4D(x)-2D(2x)_4D( l_x_)+2D( +4x-) p
_+
(D-21)
where the r..
lj
's have been expressed in terms of the dimensions defined in
Figure D-2,
]'he Kolmogoroff nature of atmospheric turbulence allows us to
write the phase structure functions as follows:
513
t
,ylD(y) =
Thus: Equation (D-21) becomes
Oef f ] 2 I [3_4× 5/3 5/3 5/3 ×2 5/6 2 5/6 -_L -TT--- __ = _ -2(2 )x 14(11 ) _2(i+4x ) ]
@
= __19L 3-I0"36x +4(l+x 2) +2(I+4x 2,_
(D-22)
Table D-I betow_ s_,ows the values of _Teff/J e as a function of the prism
dimension parameter x.
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Table D-1
X
0
0.2
0.5
1.0
2.0
|
y
eff
:J
e
I
.97
.95
.91
.85
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It is worth noting that no meaningful reduction in atmospheric
seeing is gained bv changing the shape of the aperture within the practical
limits for x shown in Table D-I.
D-6.3 RMS Seein$ at Wilton
Equation (D-15) should then be modified by inclusion of the factor
B = 7elf/ 7e
B 7 112
Substituting Equation (D-12)_ we find
513 112
B _ o 91 w ARC_ 7 (D-23)Oeff - w _ " " d
where A = 3.5 accounts for the fact that the theodolite beam traverses the
same volume of air twice.
x = 0.5
Substituting Equations (D-14) and (D.16) and the value of B for
corresponding to a square target prism; we find
D-19
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c = (0.95) (2.91x35)
e
I12 112 -113 -116
(l.17x10 -6)0. R h w
eq
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(D-24)
For the Wilton Seeing Range_ the following parameters apply
R = 850 feet
h :: 5.5 feet
W = I-i/2" : 0.125 foot
Thus_ Equation (D-24) becomes
I
I
I
I
I
I12
J.(3. s5) Cs50) ,_
elf (5.5) t13(O. 125) t16
= 83xi0-6_ * radians
or
Oef f = 17.1 0 arc seconds (D-25)
D-6.4 RMS Seeing at Cape Kenned},
Substituting Equation (D-12) into (D-15) yields
5/3
Z I
2 3.5x2.91xw [ 2 (z') dz':: (D-26)
e 2 _ CN
W
At Cape Kennedy the elevation angle of the line of sight from the
theodolite to the target prism was 25 ° so that the height varies along the
path according to
z' = h/sin_
where h is the altitude of any point on the path and o - 25 °
D-20
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Equation (2.23) thus becomes
, h
2 10.4 ] m 2
- C N (h) dh
_e w I/3 sin_ h
O
where
and
h == maximum altitude of optical path
m
h _: minimum altitude of optical path.
O
O
Substituting CN from Equation (2.12) we find that
2 i0.410") !
_e I/3 o
w sin
h
2 m -2/3
(I .17xiO -6) _ h dh
h
0
"fhL'n
9
w I/3 sin_
2
(1.17×10 -6 ) L hml/3-hol/3 .J"_I
CY = (31 " 2) 1/2 (1" 17x10-6') c'*
e 1/6
w sino
1/3_h I/3 ]i/2hm o 2
For the path of interest at Cape Kennedy.
h = 185 feet
m
h = 12 feet
0
= 25 degrees
w = 0.167 foot : 2 inches
D-21
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so that
o
e
_15"4xI0-6_£1/6 [ hml/3-ho1/3 _11/21
w
.3xi0-6 *= 38 @ rad ians
= 7.9 @ arc seconds.
(D-27)
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